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Abstract

The inclusive measurement of charm production in deep inelastic scattering with the ZEUS detector at HERA is presented in this thesis. In a first step, the existing algorithm from the inclusive secondary vertexing analysis was generalised using the signed impact parameter of jet-associated tracks to extract the heavy quark content of the data sample, with the beam spot as reference point. In a second step, the algorithm was extended by using the secondary vertex in events containing a well-reconstructed decay vertex, the impact parameter of jet-associated tracks in events not containing a secondary vertex, and a combination of vertexing and tracking information in all other events. The combined tracking and vertexing algorithm has significantly reduced the relative statistical and systematic uncertainties on the measured double differential cross sections in $Q^2$ and $x$. The relative statistical error has been reduced by 40 % on average, whilst the systematic uncertainty decreased due to an improved tracking efficiency. In order to extend the kinematic region and further reduce the uncertainty on the extrapolation of the charm contribution, $F_{2}^{c\bar{c}}$, to the structure function of the proton the cut on the transverse energy for the jet selection has been relaxed from $E_{T}^{jet} > 4.2$ GeV to $E_{T}^{jet} > 2.5$ GeV. An extrapolation of the measured, visible cross sections to the full kinematic phase space was performed allowing an extraction of $F_{2}^{c\bar{c}}$ to be made for a well-defined set of points in the $x$ and $Q^2$ plane. A comparison with previous results shows that lowering the cut on the transverse energy of the selected jets has particularly reduced the uncertainty on the extrapolation in the low $Q^2$ and low $x$ region. The present analysis is well described by next-to-leading order QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program for the extended phase space. At present it is the most precise measurement of charm production cross sections with the ZEUS detector, and will have a significant impact on future combinations of ZEUS and H1 data.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The HERA (Hadron Elektron Ring Anlage) accelerator was the world’s first and to date only lepton-proton collider, providing a unique facility to perform precision tests of perturbative QCD, and resolve the structure of the proton. A particularly interesting testing ground for perturbative QCD is provided by heavy flavour production, since the heavy quark mass, the photon virtuality and the transverse jet energy provide competing scales in the hard scatter to test theoretical predictions.

In lepton-proton collisions, heavy quarks are produced at leading-order in boson-gluon fusion (BGF), a process sensitive to the gluon density inside the proton. Measurements of heavy quark production cross sections at HERA have therefore the potential to constrain the gluon density inside the proton. These constraints of the parton density functions are of particular interest in a time that the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) has started data taking, since they reduce the model uncertainty of Standard Model predictions in proton collisions.

At HERA different techniques have been applied to measure heavy flavour production in deep inelastic scattering. The best signal-to-background ratio for charm production cross sections is given in the full reconstruction of the $D^*$ meson. On the other hand, the branching ratios are small and the phase space accessible with $D^*$ mesons is restricted, because all decay products of the charmed meson have to be reconstructed. The reconstruction of semi-leptonic decays of charmed hadrons profits from larger branching fractions and a better coverage in polar angle, but suffers from a worse signal-to-background ratio. The advantage of inclusive analyses based on lifetime information is that they are not limited by specific branching fractions, provide the largest phase space coverage and are sensitive to low transverse momenta.

Inclusive measurements of charm quark production in deep inelastic scattering have been performed previously with the ZEUS detector. The standard technique is based on the reconstruction of the decay length significance and secondary vertex mass of heavy flavoured hadrons. The secondary vertex significance is plotted
in bins of the secondary vertex mass, and the negative part of the distribution is subsequently mirrored onto and subtracted from the positive part. This technique enriches the heavy quark contribution, since the heavy flavoured hadrons have a larger asymmetry in the decay length significance distributions than the light flavoured hadrons.

An alternative technique to perform an inclusive measurement is based on the signed impact parameter of jet-associated tracks. The impact parameter is calculated as the distance between beamspot and point of closest approach, and a positive or negative sign is assigned depending on the angle between the line joining the beamspot with the point of closest approach and the heavy quark jet-axis. The events are subsequently categorised according to the absolute value of the impact parameter significance, and the signed track significance is plotted for the different scenarios of the categorisation. In analogy to the secondary vertexing analysis, the negative part of the signed impact parameter significance distributions is then mirrored onto and subtracted from the positive part in order to obtain a charm and beauty enriched sample.

The above mentioned techniques of signal extraction have a comparable statistical precision and similar systematic uncertainties, such that one technique cannot be favoured with respect to the other. However, a combination of secondary vertexing and tracking information allows for a fully inclusive measurement to be made by exploiting information that has not been considered in the individual measurements. Aiming to make the most inclusive measurement of the charm contribution to the structure function of the proton, a novel three-step algorithm will therefore be presented in this thesis. In events that contain a well-reconstructed secondary vertex the decay length significance and secondary vertex mass are used to extract the heavy quark content of the data sample. In events without a well-reconstructed secondary vertex the impact parameter of jet-associated tracks is used for the signal extraction. Finally, in events containing a jet associated to a vertex that did not pass the secondary vertex selection, the signed impact parameter of jet-associated tracks is used additionally for the extraction of the heavy quark content of the data sample. In order to reduce the dependence of the estimated values on the theoretical predictions and obtain sensitivity in the charm mass threshold region the cut on the transverse jet energy was further relaxed compared to previous measurements.

The thesis is organized in the following way: a review of the theoretical background of perturbative QCD and heavy flavour production in deep inelastic scattering at HERA is given in chapter 2. The relevant components of the HERA accelerator and the ZEUS detector are discussed in chapter 3. The reconstruction of physical observables from measurements of the individual detector components is detailed in chapter 4. The event selection and novel technique of signal extraction are discussed in chapter 5. The measured differential cross sections are presented and compared to theoretical predictions in chapter 6. The estimated values of the charm contribution to the proton structure function are presented.
in chapter 7. Finally, the conclusions of the present analysis and an outlook are given in chapter 8.
Chapter 2

Theoretical Overview

This chapter will provide the theoretical background [1–8] for the inclusive measurement of the charm contribution to the structure function of the proton at HERA. In section 2.1 the theory of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [9–11], will be introduced. The content of matter and interactions will be derived starting from the fundamental principle of gauge invariance. The renormalisation group equation will be introduced leading to the scale dependence of the theory and consequently to the running of the strong coupling constant [12]. Section 2.2 will explain the fundamental principles of deep inelastic scattering (DIS). In a first step the naive quark parton model [13] and the structure functions which parametrise inclusive DIS cross sections will be introduced. In a second step it will be explained how the scaling behaviour of the theory is broken and logarithmic, collinear and soft divergences arise [14, 15]. Finally, it will be illustrated how these divergences can be absorbed by the technique of renormalisation [16] and the factorisation [17] of the DIS scattering cross sections. In this context the DGLAP evolution equations [18–21] will be illustrated which describe the evolution of the parton densities with the respective scale. In section 2.3 the dominant mechanism for heavy flavour production at HERA will be discussed [22]. It will be illustrated that heavy flavour production allows precision tests of perturbative QCD to be made, by providing a hard scale. Finally, three different schemes will be introduced which allow for the incorporation of heavy flavours within the framework of perturbative QCD [23–40].

2.1 Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)

Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the theory of the strong interaction [9–11], one of the four fundamental forces in nature. The $SU(3)$ invariant gauge theory describes the interaction between quarks and gluons, and explains how these bind together to form hadrons. The Feynman rules required to perform a perturbative
calculation in QCD can be derived from the Lagrangian [5–8]:

\[ \mathcal{L}_{\text{classical}} + \mathcal{L}_{\text{gauge}} + \mathcal{L}_{\text{ghost}}. \]  

(2.1)

For a discussion of the gauge fixing term the reader is referred to [1–7], and of the ghost field term to [41]. The Faddeev-Popov ghosts arise upon quantisation, and cancel unphysical degrees of freedom that would otherwise propagate in covariant gauges. The classical Lagrangian is invariant under local SU(3) transformations, and describes the interaction of spin-\(\frac{1}{2}\) particles of mass \(m\) and massless spin-1 gauge fields, the gluons:

\[ \mathcal{L}_{\text{classical}} = -\frac{1}{4} F_{\alpha\beta}^A F_{\alpha\beta}^A + \sum_{\text{flavour}} \bar{q}_a (i \mathcal{D} - m)_{ab} q_b, \]  

(2.2)

where \(\mathcal{D} = \gamma^{\mu} D^\mu\), the index \(A\) runs over the eight colour degrees of freedom, and the spinor indices of \(\gamma^\mu\) and \(q_a\) are suppressed. Under a SU(3) gauge transformation the quark fields \(q_a\) transform in the following way:

\[ q_a(x) \to q_a'(x) = \exp(i t \cdot \theta(x))_{ab} q_b(x) \equiv \Omega(x)_{ab} q_b(x), \]  

(2.3)

where \(t\) are the generators of the fundamental representation that fulfill

\[ [t^A, t^B] = i f^{ABC} t^C, \]  

(2.4)

and \(f^{ABC}\) are the structure constants of the group SU(3). The covariant derivative \(\mathcal{D}\) is required to transform covariantly under the same transformations:

\[ D_a q(x) \to (\partial_a + i g t A^a) \Omega(x) q(x) \equiv \Omega(x) D_a q(x). \]  

(2.5)

This transformation property is given if and only if the gauge field \(A_a\) transforms in the following way:

\[ t \cdot A'_a = \Omega(x) t \cdot A_a \Omega^{-1}(x) + \frac{i}{g} (\partial_a \Omega(x)) \Omega^{-1}(x). \]  

(2.6)

The field strength tensor \(F_{\alpha\beta}^A\) in equation 2.2 derives from the gluon field \(A_a^A\):

\[ F_{\alpha\beta}^A = [\partial_{\alpha} A^A_{\beta} - \partial_{\beta} A^A_{\alpha} - g f^{ABC} A^B_{\alpha} A^C_{\beta}], \]  

(2.7)

and contains a non-Abelian term giving rise to gluon self-interactions and the property of asymptotic freedom [5–8]. Under local SU(3) transformation the field strength tensor transforms in the following way:

\[ t \cdot F_{\alpha\beta}(x) \to \Omega(x) t \cdot F_{\alpha\beta}(x) \Omega^{-1}(x). \]  

(2.8)

To understand the confinement of quarks and gluons inside hadrons one can consider a dimensionless physical observable \(R\) that depends on a single energy scale.
Assuming that this scale is larger than the other dimensionful parameters, one would naively expect that $R$ assumes a constant value that is independent of $Q$. However, if one calculates an observable in perturbative quantum field theory, the perturbative series will require the procedure of renormalisation in order to remove ultraviolet divergences. This introduces another scale $\mu$, which defines at which point the ultraviolet divergencies are cut off, such that the observable $R$ will generally depend on the ratio $Q^2/\mu^2$ and not be constant [8]. Provided that the renormalisation scale does not appear in the classical Lagrangian, physical quantities cannot explicitly depend on the choice of scale. The scale $\mu$ is rather introduced during the procedure of quantisation, and the dimensionless observable $R$ can only depend upon the ratio $Q^2/\mu^2$ and the coupling constant $\alpha_s$. This means that the observable $R$ has to fulfill the following equation:

$$\left[-\frac{\partial}{\partial t} + \beta(\alpha_s) \frac{\partial}{\partial \alpha_s}\right] R(e^t, \alpha_s) = 0,$$

where $t$ and $\beta(\alpha_s)$ are defined as

$$t = \ln\left(\frac{Q^2}{\mu^2}\right), \quad \beta = \mu^2 \frac{\partial \alpha_s}{\partial \mu^2},$$

and the derivative in the definition of the $\beta$ function is performed at fixed bare coupling [8]. This partial differential equation can be solved by the implicit definition of the running coupling constant $\alpha_s(Q^2)$:

$$t = \int_{\alpha_s}^{\alpha_s(Q^2)} \frac{dx}{\beta(x)}, \quad \alpha_s(\mu^2) \equiv \alpha_s.$$

Differentiation with respect to $t$ and $\alpha_s(Q^2)$ gives the relations:

$$\beta(\alpha_s(Q^2)) = \frac{\partial \alpha_s(Q^2)}{\partial t}, \quad \frac{\beta(\alpha_s(Q^2))}{\beta(\alpha_s)} = \frac{\partial \alpha_s(Q^2)}{\partial \alpha_s}.$$

Now, one can use the relations defined in equation 2.12 to resolve equation 2.9 and find the solution $R(1, \alpha_s(Q^2))$, which shows that the scale dependence in $R$ enters through the running of the coupling constant $\alpha_s(Q^2)$ [8]. This means that the function $R(1, \alpha_s(Q^2))$, calculated in fixed-order perturbation theory, predicts the variation of the physical observable $R$ with respect to $Q^2$ as long as equation 2.11 has a solution. In general the running coupling constant is defined by the renormalisation group equation:

$$Q^2 \frac{\partial \alpha_s}{\partial Q^2} = \beta(\alpha_s).$$

The $\beta$ function can be expanded in perturbative QCD allowing equation 2.13 to be written in the following notation:

$$Q^2 \frac{\partial \alpha_s^2(Q^2)}{\partial Q^2} = -b' \alpha_s^2(Q^2) \left[1 + b' \alpha_s(Q^2) + O(\alpha_s^2(Q^2))\right].$$
where \( b \) and \( b' \) are coefficients of the perturbative expansion \([8]\). Provided that \( \alpha_s(Q^2) \) and \( \alpha_s(\mu^2) \) are in the perturbative regime one may simplify the right-hand side and solve the resulting differential equation for \( \alpha_s(Q^2) \). Neglecting coefficients of second and higher order gives the solution:

\[
\alpha_s(Q^2) = \frac{\alpha_s(\mu^2)}{1 + \alpha_s(\mu^2)b't}, \quad t = \ln \frac{Q^2}{\mu^2}.
\] (2.15)

Equation 2.15 defines the relation between \( \alpha_s(Q^2) \) and \( \alpha_s(\mu^2) \) for the scenario where both are in the perturbative regime, and proves that the running coupling constant \( \alpha_s(Q^2) \) decreases to zero as the variable \( t \) approximates large values. This property is known as asymptotic freedom and guarantees that we can always solve equation 2.11 \([8]\) in perturbation theory for sufficiently large \( Q^2 \).

### 2.2 Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS)

Neutral current deep inelastic scattering (DIS) \([2]\) between an electron\(^1\) and a proton occurs when the incoming electron emits an off-shell boson (i.e. \( \gamma \) or \( Z^0 \)) that interacts with the constituents of the proton causing it to break up. Figure 2.1 shows the Feynman diagram of DIS. In this scheme \( k \) and \( k' \) refer to the four-momentum of the incoming and outgoing lepton respectively, and \( p \) denotes the four-momentum of the incoming proton. The four-momentum \( q \) of the exchanged vector boson is then given as the difference between the four-momentum of the scattered and the incoming lepton:

\[
q = k - k'
\] (2.16)

\(^1\)In the following, the term electron will be used for electrons and positrons unless stated otherwise.
In DIS the physical process can be completely described in terms of four Lorentz scalars [42, 43], see figure 2.1:

\[ Q^2 = -q^2 = (k - k')^2, \]  
\[ s = (k + P)^2 \simeq 2k \cdot P, \]  
\[ y = \frac{P \cdot q}{P \cdot k} \simeq \frac{2P \cdot q}{s}, \]  
\[ x = \frac{Q^2}{2P \cdot q}, \]  

where \( s \) denotes the square of the centre-of-mass energy, the Bjorken variable \( x \) represents the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the struck parton, and the Bjorken variable \( y \) denotes the inelasticity of the event. The variables are related through the following equation:

\[ Q^2 = sxy. \]  

The scattering process provides information about the internal proton structure, since the virtual boson interacts with the proton constituents on the most fundamental level. In deep inelastic scattering the photon virtuality \( Q^2 \) can be seen as a measure of the resolving power of the event, with higher momentum transfers achieving to resolve the proton structure at a more fundamental level.

In DIS the parton model of the proton can be most easily formulated in the infinite momentum frame where \( p^\mu \approx (P, 0, 0, P) \) and \( P \gg M_P \). In this frame the photon scatters off a point like parton that is moving parallel with the proton carrying a fraction \( \xi \) of its momentum, i.e. \( p^\mu_q = \xi p^\mu \). The differential cross section for the lepton-hadron scattering can then be defined in terms of structure functions \( F_i(x, Q^2) \) which parametrise the structure of the target as “seen” by the virtual boson [44]:

\[ \frac{d^2 \sigma}{dx dQ^2} = \frac{4\pi \alpha^2}{Q^4} \left[ 1 + (1 - y)^2 \right] F_1 + \frac{(1 - y)}{x} \left( F_2 - 2xF_1 \right). \]  

The spin-averaged matrix element for the process \( e^- q \rightarrow e^- q \) can be calculated from first principles in perturbative quantum field theory and provides the following expression for the differential cross section:

\[ \frac{d^2 \hat{\sigma}}{dx dQ^2} = \frac{4\pi \alpha^2}{Q^4} \left[ 1 + (1 - y)^2 \right] \frac{1}{2} \epsilon_q^2 \delta(x - \xi), \]  

which suggests that \( F_2(x) \) probes a parton with momentum fraction \( \xi = x \). However, one assumes that the structure function \( F_2(x) \) is rather a distribution in \( x \), which suggests that the quarks carry a range of momentum fractions. The naive parton model accounts for these ideas by assuming that the virtual photon scatters incoherently off the constituents of the proton and \( q(\xi) \, d\xi \) represents the
probability that a quark \( q \) carries momentum fraction between \( \xi \) and \( \xi + d\xi \), where \( 0 \leq \xi \leq 1 \). The proton structure functions are therefore obtained by weighting the quark structure functions with the probability density \( q(\xi) \):

\[
F_2(x) = 2x F_1(x) = \sum_{q\bar{q}} e_q^2 x q(x),
\]

(2.24)

where the relation between \( F_1(x) \) and \( F_2(x) \) (Callan-Gross) is a direct consequence of the spin-\( \frac{1}{2} \) property of the quarks.

In the naive parton model the structure functions \( F_i(x) \) scale in the asymptotic limit \( Q^2 \to \infty \) at fixed \( x \) [43, 45]. In reality this scaling is broken in QCD [46], since the partons can emit a gluon with a probability proportional to \( dk_T^2/k_T^2 \) acquiring transverse momentum. The integral extends up to large values of \( k_T^2 \sim Q^2 \) giving rise to contributions proportional to \( \alpha_s \log Q^2 \) which break the scaling.

The structure function in the quark parton model corrected to the order \( O(\alpha_s) \) is given by:

\[
\hat{F}_2(x,Q^2) = e_q^2 x \left[ \delta(1-x) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} \left( P(x) \ln \left( \frac{Q^2}{\kappa^2} \right) + C(x) \right) \right],
\]

(2.25)

where \( P(x) \) is the splitting function of the \( qqg \) vertex, \( C(x) \) is a calculable function and \( \kappa \) is a small cut-off parameter. The corresponding quark distribution is given by:

\[
q(x,Q^2) = \delta(1-x) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} \left( P(x) \ln \left( \frac{Q^2}{\kappa^2} \right) + C(x) \right).
\]

(2.26)

This means that the structure function is \( Q^2 \) dependent beyond leading order and Bjorken scaling is broken. Furthermore, singularities arise when the gluon is emitted parallel to the quark axis \( (k_T = 0) \), which is the reason why these singularities are called collinear divergences. However, the limit \( k_T \to 0 \) corresponds to a long range, soft part of the strong interaction that is not calculable in perturbative theory. In order to obtain a proton structure function one has to convolute the structure function \( \hat{F}_2 \) with a bare distribution \( q_0 \) of quarks and sum over the quark flavours in the proton. This gives the result:

\[
F_2(x,Q^2) = x \sum_{q\bar{q}} e_q^2 \left[ q_0(x) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} \int_x^1 \frac{d\xi}{\xi} q_0(\xi) \left\{ P \left( \frac{x}{\xi} \right) \ln \left( \frac{Q^2}{\kappa^2} \right) + C \left( \frac{x}{\xi} \right) \right\} + ... \right].
\]

(2.27)

The quantity \( q_0(x) \) is regarded as an unmeasurable, bare distribution, and the collinear singularities are absorbed into this bare distribution at a factorisation scale \( \mu_F \) which plays a similar role to the renormalisation scale. This means one defines a renormalised distribution \( q(x,Q^2) \)

\[
q(x,\mu^2) = q_0(x) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} \int_x^1 \frac{d\xi}{\xi} q_0(\xi) \left\{ P \left( \frac{x}{\xi} \right) \ln \left( \frac{\mu^2}{\kappa^2} \right) + C \left( \frac{x}{\xi} \right) \right\} + ...
\]

(2.28)
that leads to the structure function $F_2(x, Q^2)$ in terms of the renormalised parton distribution:

$$F_2(x, Q^2) = x \sum q_i^2 \int_x^1 \frac{dx}{x} q(\xi, \mu^2) \times \left\{ \delta \left( 1 - \frac{x}{\xi} \right) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} P \left( \frac{x}{\xi} \right) \ln \left( \frac{Q^2}{\mu^2} \right) + \ldots \right\}. \tag{2.29}$$

The distribution $q(x, Q^2)$ cannot be calculated from first principles as it receives contributions from the non-perturbative part of the strong interaction. Instead the parton density $q(x, Q^2)$ needs to be extracted from measurements of the structure function $F_2(x, Q^2) = x \sum q_i^2 q(x, Q^2)$ at a particular scale. The ability to separate long- and short-distance contributions to the structure function is known as factorisation and constitutes a fundamental property of the theory. The factorisation theorem states that the cross section for DIS may be written as the convolution of the non-perturbative parton density and the Wilson coefficients which are calculable from first principles in perturbative QCD:

$$F_i(x, Q^2) = q_n(x) \otimes \hat{\sigma}_i^a = \int_x^1 \frac{dx}{x} q_n \left( \frac{x}{\xi}, \mu^2 \right) \sigma_i^a \left( \frac{x}{\xi}, Q^2, \mu^2 \right), \tag{2.30}$$

where $q(\xi, \mu^2)$ is the parton density function, and $\hat{\sigma}_i^a$ is the cross section for $\gamma^* q$ scattering. In order to obtain the evolution equation of the parton densities with the scale $Q^2$, one defines $t = \mu^2$ and takes the partial derivative of equation 2.28:

$$t \frac{\partial}{\partial t} q(x, t) = \frac{\alpha_s(t)}{2\pi} \int_x^1 \frac{dx}{x} P \left( \frac{x}{\xi} \right) q(\xi, t). \tag{2.31}$$

Equation 2.31 is known as the DGLAP equation [18] and can be derived more rigorously using the operator product expansion and renormalisation group equation [14, 15]. The result of this expansion is given by

$$t \frac{\partial}{\partial t} q(x, t) = \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} \int_x^1 \frac{dx}{x} P_{qq} \left( \frac{x}{\xi}, \alpha_s \right) q(\xi, t), \tag{2.32}$$

where the splitting function $P_{qq}$ has a perturbative expansion in running coupling constant, $\alpha_s$, given by

$$P_{qq}(z, \alpha_s) = P_{qq}^{(0)} + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} P_{qq}^{(1)}(z) + \ldots \tag{2.33}$$

Applying the perturbative expansion of the splitting functions to first order to equation 2.32 retrieves equation 2.31. Strictly speaking equation 2.31 is only applicable for non-singlet distributions. More generally the DGLAP evolution equation is a $(2n_f+1)$-dimensional matrix equation in the space of quarks, anti-quarks and gluons:

$$t \frac{1}{\partial t} \left( \begin{array}{c} q_i(x, t) \\ g_i(x, t) \end{array} \right) = \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} \sum_{q_i, g_j} \int_x^1 \frac{dx}{x} \frac{1}{\xi} \left( \begin{array}{cc} P_{qq}(\frac{x}{\xi}, \alpha_s) & P_{qg}(\frac{x}{\xi}, \alpha_s) \\ P_{gq}(\frac{x}{\xi}, \alpha_s) & P_{gg}(\frac{x}{\xi}, \alpha_s) \end{array} \right) \left( \begin{array}{c} q_j(\xi, t) \\ g_j(\xi, t) \end{array} \right), \tag{2.34}$$

(2.35)
where each splitting function is calculable as a power series in $\alpha_s$,

\begin{align}
  P_{q_i q_j}(z, \alpha_s) &= \delta_{ij} P_{q_i q_j}^{(0)}(z) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} P_{q_i q_j}^{(1)}(z) + ... \quad (2.36) \\
  P_{g g}(z, \alpha_s) &= P_{g g}^{(0)}(z) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} P_{g g}^{(1)}(z) + ... \quad (2.37) \\
  P_{q q}(z, \alpha_s) &= P_{q q}^{(0)}(z) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} P_{q q}^{(1)}(z) + ... \quad (2.38) \\
  P_{g g}(z, \alpha_s) &= P_{g g}^{(0)}(z) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} P_{g g}^{(1)}(z) + ... \quad (2.39) \\
  P_{g q}(z, \alpha_s) &= P_{g q}^{(0)}(z) + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} P_{g q}^{(1)}(z) + ... \quad (2.40)
\end{align}

At leading order the splitting functions $P_{p_i \bar{p}_j}^{(0)}(z)$ can be interpreted as the probability of finding a parton $p_i$ in parton $p_j$ with a fraction $z$ of the longitudinal momentum of its parent.

### 2.3 Heavy Flavour Production at HERA

This section will give an overview over the different schemes that allow heavy quarks to be incorporated in the framework of perturbative QCD. The fixed-flavour number scheme [24–27], the zero-mass variable flavour number scheme [23] and the variable flavour number scheme [28–40] will be presented in subsection 2.3.1. Subsection 2.3.2 illustrates the problems that arise upon the inclusion of heavy quark masses within the different schemes in perturbative QCD, while subsection 2.3.3 reviews recent results from HERA.

#### 2.3.1 Heavy Flavour Schemes

At $Q^2$ and $x$ values accessible at HERA, heavy quarks constitute up to 30% of the structure function $F_2$ of the proton. However, the inclusion of massive quarks requires an extension of the DGLAP formalism to treat heavy flavour production and the running coupling constant $\alpha_s$ consistently at the heavy quark mass threshold and for large momentum transfer. The most common approaches to incorporate heavy flavours into the DGLAP formalism are given by the fixed-flavour number scheme (FFNS) [24–27], the zero-mass variable flavour number scheme (ZM-VFNS) [23] and the variable flavour number scheme (VFNS) [28–40].

In the FFNS [24–27] the intrinsic charm quark density is neglected, and the charmed quarks are generated by the mechanism of boson-gluon fusion (BGF), illustrated in figure 2.2. The advantage of the FFNS scheme is that the heavy quark mass threshold is handled correctly in the perturbative calculations of differential cross sections. In this approach large $\ln(Q^2/m_c^2)$ terms appear in the structure function $F_2$, which have to be treated separately for each hard scattering process.
In the ZM-VFNS [23] one defines the total number of quarks inside the proton as \( n_f = 3 + \theta(Q^2 - \mu^2_c) \). The charm quark density satisfies \( c(x, Q^2) = 0 \) for \( Q^2 \leq \mu^2_c \), and the threshold \( \mu_c \) is chosen in the range \( m_c^2 < \mu^2_c < 4m_c^2 \) such that \( F_2^c(x, Q^2) = 2e_c^2xc(x, Q^2) \) gives a satisfactory description of the data. For the transition, \( \alpha_s \) is matched using a well-defined prescription that will be explained in the following section. In this approach the simplicity of the DGLAP equations is maintained, but the threshold of heavy flavour production is not treated correctly.

In the VFNS [28–40] the heavy quark contribution to the structure function \( F_2 \) of the proton is calculated by interpolation between the FFNS scheme at low \( Q^2 \) and the ZM-VFNS scheme at large \( Q^2 \). The combination of the different schemes yields the correct properties of the FFNS at the threshold and a charm quark density at large \( Q^2 \).

### 2.3.2 Implementation in QCD

The problems that arise due to the inclusion of heavy flavours in the DGLAP framework can be illustrated by studying the full expression for \( F_2 \) in the fixed-flavour number scheme [24–27] at order \( \alpha_s \):

\[
F_2^{c\bar{c}} = 2 \int^1_x \frac{dz}{z} x g_3(x/z, \mu^2) C^{FF}_g(z, m_c^2/Q^2, \mu^2),
\]

where \( g_3(x/z, \mu^2) \) is the gluon density for three light quark flavours. For the choice of scale \( \mu = \sqrt{Q^2 + 4m_c^2} \) one can expand the massive fixed flavour coefficient function:

\[
C^{FF}_g(z, m_c^2/Q^2, \mu^2) = \frac{\alpha_s(\mu^2)}{2\pi} e_c^2 C^{1,FF}_g(z, m_c^2/Q^2) + ...
\]
with
\[
C_{g}^{1,FF}(z, m_{c}^2/Q^2) = \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \left[ z^2 + (1 - z)^2 + \frac{4m_{c}^2}{Q^2} z (1 - 3z) - 8z^2 \left( \frac{m_{c}^2}{Q^2} \right)^2 \right] \ln \left( \frac{1 + \beta}{1 - \beta} \right) \right. \\
+ \left[ 8z(1 - z) - 1 - \frac{4m_{c}^2}{Q^2} z (1 - z) \right] \beta \left\} \theta(\hat{W} - 4m_{c}^2), \right.
\]
where \( \beta \) is the velocity of the charm quark, and the \( \theta \) function guarantees the correct threshold behaviour. For \( Q^2 \gg m_{c}^2 \) one obtains the expression:
\[
C_{g}^{1,FF}(z, m_{c}^2/Q^2) \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} \left\{ \left[ z^2 + (1 - z)^2 \right] \ln \left( \frac{1 - z}{z} \right) \\
+ 8z(1 - z) - 1 + \left[ z^2 + (1 - z)^2 \ln \left( \frac{Q^2}{m_{c}^2} \right) \right] \right\}. \tag{2.44}
\]

The first two terms in this expression form the gluon coefficient functions \( C_g^1 \) of the massless DGLAP formalism. The third term appears for the first time in the massive fixed flavour number scheme and gives a non-zero contribution for heavy quark production. The problems arising from logarithmic terms have already been resolved in the zero-mass variable flavour number scheme [23]. In the DGLAP formalism for massless quarks the large infrared logs have been absorbed by the renormalisation of the parton densities at the factorisation scale \( \mu_F \) and the large \( Q^2 \) logs have been resummed in the formalism introduced by the renormalisation group equation. However, in the massive fixed flavour number scheme the coefficient functions for boson-gluon fusion are not available for a resummation to all orders, such that the massive scheme is expected to describe heavy flavour production at threshold, but is not applicable otherwise.

In order to obtain a scheme that interpolates between the ZM-VFNS and the FFNS certain conditions must be fulfilled. First of all, one assumes that the heavy quark contribution \( F_{2}^{c\bar{c}} \) to the proton structure function can be written in the following way:
\[
F_{2}^{c\bar{c}} = 2e_{c}^2 \int_{x}^{1} dz \frac{x}{z} \left[ c(x/z, \mu^2) C_{q}^{VF}(z, Q^2/\mu^2) + g_{4}(x/z, \mu^2) C_{g}^{VF}(z, Q^2/\mu^2) \right], \tag{2.45}
\]
where \( c(x/z, \mu^2) \) is the charm quark and \( g_{4} \) is the gluon density for four flavours and the coefficient functions can be expanded as a perturbative series in \( \alpha_s \):
\[
C_{q}^{VF} = C_{q}^{0,VF} + \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} C_{q}^{1,VF} + \ldots \tag{2.46}
\]
\[
C_{g}^{VF} = \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} C_{g}^{V} + \ldots \tag{2.47}
\]
One requires that the parton densities and coefficient functions are identical to those defined in the FFNS for \( Q^2 < m_{c}^2 \), while they converge to the coefficient
functions in the massless DGLAP formalism in the limit $Q^2 \gg m_c^2$. At a scale in the vicinity of $m_c^2$ the expressions in the FFNS and VFNS are matched with elements of a $5 \times 4$ coefficients matrix that matches the three and four flavour parton densities. At first order in $\alpha_s$ these equations take the following form:

$$c(x, Q^2) = \frac{\alpha_s}{2\pi} \ln \left( \frac{Q^2}{m_c^2} \right) P_{qg}^{(0)} \otimes g_3(x, Q^2),$$

$$g_4(x, Q^2) = \left( 1 - \frac{\alpha_s}{6\pi} \ln \left( \frac{Q^2}{m_c^2} \right) \right) g_3(x, Q^2),$$

which allows the coefficient functions of the variable and fixed-flavour number scheme to be matched:

$$C_{1,FF}^g(z, Q^2/m_c^2) = C_{1,VF}^g(z, Q^2/m_c^2) + C_{0,VF}^q(z, Q^2/m_c^2 \otimes P_{qg}^{(0)} \ln \left( \frac{Q^2}{m_c^2} \right)).$$

Additionally, $\alpha_s$ needs to be matched for three and four massless flavours. In perturbative QCD, equation 2.50 gives the definition of $C_{1,VF}^g$, provided that the coefficient functions, $C_{0,VF}^q$, can be calculated at first order. Various suggestions to satisfy the conditions formulated in equation 2.50 have been made. Roberts and Thorne [34, 35] have proposed to remove some of the arbitrariness in the choice of $C_{0,VF}^q$ by requiring that the derivative $dF_{2c}/d\ln Q^2$ also matches smoothly for the three and four flavour number scheme. Matching the right-hand and the left-hand side at $m_c^2$ simplifies the conditions such that one obtains the following simplified expression:

$$C_{0,VF}^q(Q^2/m_c^2 \otimes P_{qg}^{(0)}) = \frac{\partial C_{1,FF}^g(z, Q^2/m_c^2)}{\partial \ln Q^2}.$$  

The right-hand side of this equation can be found by direct differentiation, such that equation 2.50 becomes:

$$C_{1,VF}^g(z, Q^2/m_c^2) = C_{1,FF}^g(z, Q^2/m_c^2) - \frac{\partial C_{1,FF}^g(z, Q^2/m_c^2)}{\partial \ln Q^2} \ln \left( \frac{Q^2}{m_c^2} \right).$$

This equation resolves the problem of interpolation between the zero-mass variable flavour number scheme and the fixed flavour number scheme. One can observe that $C_{1,VF}^g$ has the same threshold behaviour as $C_{1,FF}^g$, and the second term in equation 2.52 removes the $P_{qg}^{(0)} \ln Q^2/m_c^2)$ term leaving the coefficient function $C_{1,2MV,F}^g$ in the zero-mass variable flavour number scheme at large $Q^2$. The general solution of equation 2.52 requires the convolution $C_{0,VF}^q \otimes c(x, Q^2)$ and produces a smooth interpolation between the FFNS near threshold and the ZM-VFNS at large $Q^2$. 


2.3.3 Results from HERA

At HERA different techniques have been used to measure charm production cross sections in DIS. The full reconstruction of $D$ or $D^*$ meson [47–56], the lifetime information [57–60] or the semileptonic decays [61] of heavy flavoured hadrons have been used to extract the charm content of the data sample. Among these techniques, the best signal-to-background ratio is obtained in the analyses of fully reconstructed $D^*$ mesons, although the precision of the technique is limited. The branching ratios are small, and the phase space of charm production accessible with $D^*$ meson decays is restricted, because all decay products need to be reconstructed.

The analysis of semileptonic decays benefits from larger branching fractions and a better coverage in the polar angle, whilst suffering from a worse signal-to-background ratio. The measurement exploits information from three distinguishing variables sensitive to different aspects of heavy quark decays: the muon impact parameter, the muon momentum component transverse to the associated jet axis, and the missing transverse momentum sensitive to the neutrino from semileptonic decays. The fractions of beauty, charm and light flavour events are extracted by fitting a combination of MC distributions to the measured three-dimensional distribution of the discriminating variables.

In contrast to analyses using the full reconstruction of charmed mesons or semileptonic decays of heavy flavoured hadrons, fully inclusive analyses based on lifetime information are not limited by branching fractions. At ZEUS inclusive measurements are usually based on the decay length significance and the secondary vertex mass to distinguish heavy flavoured decays from the light flavoured background. The H1 collaboration, on the other hand, exploits the impact parameter significance of reconstructed tracks and a combination of various variables that are fed into a neural network. The fractions of charm, beauty and light flavour events are determined by a binned, least $\chi^2$ fit of a combination of MC templates to the considered distinguishing variables in the data sample. Inclusive measurements are sensitive to low transverse momenta, and provide the largest phase space coverage, although they suffer from a worse signal-to-background ratio than other analyses.

In a recent publication [62] all data sets of the H1 and ZEUS collaborations, for which the necessary information on the systematic uncertainties needed for the combination were available, have been combined. The combination of the different data sets is based on the $\chi^2$ minimisation method developed for the combination of inclusive DIS cross sections described in [63–65]. In order to perform the combination the published cross sections in the restricted phase space regions of the individual measurements have been extrapolated to the full phase space in a coherent manner by the use of fixed-flavour-number calculations in next-to-leading order in perturbative QCD. A consistent data set was obtained by accounting for correlated systematic uncertainties and the normalisation of
the different measurements. The results of the combination of charm production cross sections in neutral-current deep inelastic scattering are presented in terms of reduced cross sections, $\sigma_{\text{red}}$, defined in the following way:

$$\sigma_{\text{red}} = \frac{d^2\sigma_{ee}}{dx dQ^2} \cdot \frac{xQ^4}{2\pi\alpha^2(Q^2)(1 + (1 - y)^2)}$$

$$= F_2^\text{c\bar{c}} - \frac{y^2}{1 + (1 - y)^2} F_L^\text{c\bar{c}}.$$  

(2.53)

(2.54)

The longitudinal structure function, $F_L^\text{c\bar{c}}$, originates from the exchange of longitudinally polarised photons. In general, the influence of the $F_L^\text{c\bar{c}}$ term is small in the kinematic range of the measurement, and reaches up to a few per cent at high values of Bjorken $y$.

The combination led to a significant reduction of statistical and systematic uncertainties, as different methods of reconstruction, different detectors and experimental techniques have been employed in the individual measurements. The uncertainty in the combined results is 10 % on average and reaches 6 % in the region of small $x$ and medium $Q^2$. This represents an improvement of the total relative error of 50 % with respect to the most precise data sets in the combination.

Figure 2.3 shows a comparison of the results of the combination with predictions of the ABM group [66–68] at NLO and NNLO in the fixed-flavour-number scheme using the $\overline{\text{MS}}$ definition of the charm quark mass. After the combination of the different data sets the reduced charm production cross sections are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions in the whole kinematic region. This is particularly remarkable in the low $Q^2$ region, which is sensitive to the heavy quark mass threshold.

The combined charm data were subsequently used together with the combined inclusive DIS cross sections to perform a QCD analysis based on different schemes of heavy flavour production in DIS. In all schemes, the onset of the heavy quark PDFs is controlled by the heavy quark mass parameter, $M_c$, in addition to the kinematic constraints. The role of the parameter $M_c$ in the fixed- and variable-flavour-number schemes was studied, and the optimal value was evaluated for each of the QCD calculations that were considered. In figure 2.4, the $\chi^2$-values as a function of the charm quark mass parameter, $M_c$, obtained from PDF fits to the inclusive HERA-I data and the combined charm data are shown for the schemes that were considered. The minimal $\chi^2$ values that were observed for the different schemes are similar, although they are realised at different values of the heavy quark mass parameter $M_c$.

In figure 2.5, NLO QCD predictions for the reduced cross sections, $\sigma_{\text{red}}$, in different versions of the variable-flavour-number scheme based on the PDFs evaluated using the optimal charm quark mass parameter $M_c = M_c^{\text{opt}}$ of the corresponding scheme are compared to the data. The differences in the description originate predominantly from different matching schemes of the massive and massless parts of
Figure 2.3: Combined reduced charm cross section $\sigma_{\text{red}}^{cc}$ as a function of $x$ for fixed values of $Q^2$ [62]. The error bars represent the total uncertainty including uncorrelated, correlated and procedural uncertainties added in quadrature. The data are compared to predictions of the ABM group at NLO (hatched band) and NNLO (shaded band) in the fixed-flavour-number scheme using the $\overline{\text{MS}}$ definition for the charm quark mass.
Figure 2.4: The values of $\chi^2$ for the PDF fit of the combined HERA inclusive DIS and charm measurements [62]. Different heavy flavour schemes are used in the fit and presented by lines with different styles. The value of $M_c^{opt}$ for each scheme is indicated by the stars.
the corresponding variable-flavour-number scheme. The data are generally better described than with the default values of $M_c$, although the predictions become similar in the kinematic region of $Q^2 \geq 5 \text{ GeV}^2$.

Finally, the PDFs from a 13 parameter fit using the inclusive HERA-I data only were compared with the corresponding PDFs when the combined charm data was included [62]. The comparison of the PDF uncertainties shows that the uncertainty on the gluon distribution function has reduced due to the inclusion of the combined charm data, since the charm data constrains the parametrisation uncertainty through the process of boson-gluon fusion. Furthermore, the combined charm data constrains the valence quark distribution.

The different PDF sets obtained from fits of the HERA data in different variable-flavour-number schemes with the corresponding optimal charm mass parameter $M^{opt}_c$ were then used to calculate cross sections predictions for $W^\pm$ and $Z$ production cross sections at the LHC. The predicted $W^\pm$ and $Z$ production cross sections as a function of the charm mass parameter $M_c$ for the different versions of the variable-flavour-number scheme are shown in figure 2.6. The spread between the predictions of the different variable-flavour-number schemes considered for a fixed value of $M_c$ is about 6%, similar to the spread from the variation of the charm mass parameter in a given variable-flavour-number scheme alone. However, when using the optimal parameter $M^{opt}_c$ for each scheme the spread of predictions is reduced to below 2%. This demonstrates that the precise measurement of the charm contribution to the structure function of the proton constrains Standard Model predictions at the LHC, and therefore facilitates the searches for physics beyond the Standard Model.

Eventually, the constrained Standard Model predictions generated with the optimal charm mass parameter $M^{opt}_c$ for each variable-flavour-number scheme have been confirmed by measurements of the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [69–73]. In the cited publications the results for the inclusive cross sections for $W^\pm/Z$ production have been multiplied with the branching fractions of the specific decay under investigation. This means that one needs to divide the measured cross sections by the respective branching ratios in order to obtain results that can be compared to the theoretical predictions presented in this thesis. E.g. for the electron decay mode one obtains:

$$W^+ : 6.16 \text{ nb} / 0.1075 = 57.30 \text{ nb},$$

$$W^- : 4.30 \text{ nb} / 0.1075 = 40.00 \text{ nb},$$

$$Z : 0.99 \text{ nb} / 0.03366 = 29.41 \text{ nb}.$$  

This means that the values of the inclusive cross sections for $W^\pm/Z$ production measured with the ATLAS and CMS detectors are in perfect agreement with the theoretical predictions for the inclusive cross sections shown in figure 2.6, and hence confirm the Standard Model.
Figure 2.5: Combined reduced charm cross section $\sigma_{\text{red}}^{c\bar{c}}$ as a function of $x$ for fixed values of $Q^2$. The error bars represent the total uncertainty including uncorrelated, correlated and procedural uncertainties added in quadrature. The data are compared to the results of the fit using different variants of the variable-flavour-number scheme (shown by lines of different style) choosing $M_c = M_{c}^{\text{opt}}$. The cross section prediction for the ZM-VFNS vanishes for $Q^2 = 2.5$ GeV$^2$. 
Figure 2.6: NLO predictions for (a) $W^+$, (b) $W^-$ and (c) $Z$ production cross sections at the LHC for $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV as a function of $M_c$ used in the corresponding PDF fit. The different lines represent predictions for different implementations of the VFNS. The predictions obtained with PDFs evaluated with the $M_c^{\text{opt}}$ values for each scheme are indicated by the stars. The horizontal dashed lines show the resulting spread of the predictions when choosing $M_c = M_c^{\text{opt}}$. 
Chapter 3

Experimental Setup

In this chapter the experimental setup for the inclusive measurement of the charm contribution to the proton structure function will be explained. Section 3.1 will provide an introduction to the HERA accelerator [74], and explain the proton and electron acceleration chain. Section 3.2 will give an overview of the ZEUS detector [75] describing the detector components most relevant for this analysis. Of particular relevance for this analysis will be the reconstruction of secondary vertices with the microvertex detector (MVD) [76] and the straw tube tracker (STT) [77] that were installed during the upgrade 2000–2002. A detailed description will be given of the central tracking detector (CTD) [78–80], the uranium calorimeter (CAL) [81–84], the luminosity measurement [85–87], and the trigger and data acquisition systems [88].

3.1 The HERA Accelerator

The Hadron-Elektron Ring Anlage (HERA) [74] was located at the particle physics research centre Deutsches Elektronen Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg. At HERA electrons and protons were brought to collision at a centre-of-mass energy of $\sqrt{s} = 320$ GeV, and the physical products of these collisions were measured with the ZEUS detector, located in the south hall, and the H1 detector, located in the north hall. As the world’s first, and to date only, electron–proton collider, HERA had a circumference of 6.3 km and was located 15–30 m beneath the Volkspark area. The accelerator operated between 1992 and 2007, and provided a facility for precision measurements of the proton structure and a unique testing ground for perturbative QCD.

The HERA accelerator consisted of two independent storage rings for electrons and protons, which were grouped in bunches of $10^{10}$ particles and brought to collision every 96 ns. However, the particles had to pass through several stages...
of pre-acceleration before being injected into HERA, where they were brought to their final energies. A schematic of HERA and its pre-accelerators is given in figure 3.1. The electrons were initially accelerated to 200 MeV in a linear pre-accelerator, before they were passed to the DESY II synchrotron, where they achieved an energy of 7.5 GeV. Subsequently they were transferred to PETRA, where they were accelerated to 14 GeV, before being injected into HERA to achieve their final energy of primarily 27.5 GeV.

The proton injection chain began with the acceleration of $H^-$ ions to 50 MeV in the linear accelerator. The $H^-$ ions were subsequently injected into the DESY III synchrotron to be accelerated to 7.5 GeV. The electrons were then stripped off, and the resulting protons transferred to PETRA II, where they were accelerated to 40 GeV. Finally, the protons were injected into HERA, where they were brought to their final beam energy of primarily 920 GeV. During the last three months of operation, data were taken at reduced beam energies of 460 and 575 GeV in order to facilitate the measurement of the longitudinal structure function, $F_L$.

At HERA, data-taking was divided into two different periods, HERA I from 1992 to 2000 and HERA II from 2002 to 2007. The purpose of the shutdown from 2000 to 2002 was to perform several machine and detector upgrades. The machine upgrades included the installation of additional components, in particular focusing magnets closer to the interaction point, which increased the integrated luminosity by a factor three [89]. The luminosity delivered by HERA is illustrated in figure 3.2. After the upgrade, the leptons were longitudinally polarised in both experiments. The polarisation was changed using spin rotators [90], which were placed at each side of the H1 and ZEUS experiments and rotated the transverse polarisation of the electron beam into longitudinal polarisation and back to transverse

Figure 3.1: Schematic of HERA and pre-accelerators.
polarisation. The lepton polarisation was relevant to high $Q^2$ physics [91], but did not have an impact on the present analysis.

3.2 The ZEUS Detector

The ZEUS detector [75] was one of two multi-purpose particle detectors designed to measure final states from electron–proton collisions at HERA, the other being H1. Figure 3.3 shows a cutaway of the ZEUS detector showing its main components. The detector was constructed onion-like and covered almost the complete $4\pi$ range around the interaction region allowing a precise measurement of the position, momentum and energy of the detected final states. In order to account for the difference in beam energies between electrons and protons, which resulted in a boosted centre-of-mass system, the detector had more instrumentation in the direction of the outgoing proton beam, also called the forward direction. During the HERA shutdown, the silicon micro vertex detector (MVD) [76] was installed to improve the measurement of the impact parameter and secondary vertices in the immediate vicinity of the interaction region. Furthermore, it supported the measurement of charged tracks, which was performed by the central tracking detector (CTD) [78–80], a cylindrical drift chamber surrounding the MVD. The tracking detectors were further surrounded by a superconducting solenoid providing a magnetic field of 1.43 T which was needed to allow the measurement of the momentum of charged particles. In the forward direction, the forward detector (FDET) consisted of three planar drift chambers and two modules of the straw-tube tracker (STT) [77]. The tracking detectors and the magnet were further surrounded by an uranium–scintillator calorimeter (CAL) [81–84], the main device to measure the energy deposits of final state parti-
Figure 3.3: Cutaway of the ZEUS detector showing its main components.

The calorimeter was divided into forward (FCAL), barrel (BCAL) and rear (RCAL) segments, and each of these segments consisted of an inner electromagnetic (EMC) and an outer hadronic section (HAC). Particles passing the hadronic section had to be identified by applying more sophisticated techniques which usually involved different detector components, e.g. the muon detectors.

3.2.1 The Micro Vertex Detector (MVD)

The silicon micro vertex detector (MVD) [76] was installed in order to improve the spatial resolution of the tracking system in the immediate vicinity of the interaction region. The MVD allowed the reconstruction of the impact parameter and secondary vertices of weakly decaying heavy flavoured hadrons, both of which were used in the present analysis for the measurement of differential cross sections. The MVD was a silicon strip detector consisting of two parts, the barrel (BMVD) and the forward (FMVD) section. The BMVD was composed of three layers of silicon strip detectors, which were mounted cylindrically around the beampipe on 30 ladders. Each ladder consisted of five modules composed of two half-modules. Each of these half-modules was made of two silicon sensors, which were mounted perpendicular to each other. The construction assured that one sensor would measure the position in the $z$-direction, while the other provided the $r-\phi$ information of the hit \(^1\). Overall, there were 512 strips per sensor that were read

\(^1\)The ZEUS coordinate system is a right-handed Cartesian system, with coordinate origin at the nominal interaction point. The $z$-axis is pointing in the proton beam direction, defined
out with a distance of 120 µm between them. A cross section of the barrel section of the micro vertex detector perpendicular to the beampipe is shown in figure 3.4. The beampipe is not completely surrounded by three layers due to its elliptical shape. For tracks with at least three hits, polar angles in the range $30^\circ < \theta < 150^\circ$ were covered. In order to increase the coverage from $30^\circ$ to $7^\circ$, silicon sensors were installed in four vertical planes in the forward region. The FMVD is shown in figure 3.5. It was composed of four wheels that were mounted perpendicular to the beampipe consisting of 14 sectors. Each sector contained an inner and an outer sensor, which were mounted back to back. The sensors in the FMVD were wedge-shaped forming an angle of $180^\circ/14$ between the inner and the outer sensor.

### 3.2.2 The Central Tracking Detector (CTD)

The central tracking detector (CTD) [78–80] provided information about the position and momentum of charged particles, and was used together with the MVD for the track reconstruction. The CTD consisted of 72 cylindrical drift chamber layers, which were grouped in 9 superlayers and covered the polar angle region $15^\circ < \theta < 164^\circ$. Each superlayer consisted of 32 – 96 cells with the first superlayer having 32 cells and each further superlayer having 8 more cells. Odd-numbered superlayers had drift wires running parallel to the $z$-axis, while the even-numbered superlayers consisted of wires running at an angle of $\pm 5^\circ$ with respect to the $z$-axis. This orientation was chosen to allow for the measurement of the $r – \phi$ and $z$ coordinates of tracks hitting the wires. An octant of the CTD in $x – y$ view is shown in figure 3.6. The position resolution of the CTD for as the “forward direction”, and the $z$-axis towards the centre of HERA.
tracks passing through 3 or more superlayers was $\approx 300 \mu m$ in the $r - \phi$ plane and $\approx 1 - 5$ mm in the z-direction. The drift chamber was filled with a mixture of argon, CO$_2$ and ethane bubbled through ethanol, and the identification of particles was possible due to the measurement of the mean energy loss of charged particles in the active volume.

3.2.3 The Straw Tube Tracker (STT)

The Straw Tube Tracker (STT) [77] was installed during the upgrade to improve the track reconstruction in the forward region. The composition of the STT is illustrated in figure 3.7. It consisted of two modules, each made of 24 sectors that were grouped into four superlayers which contained six sectors. A superlayer covered the whole azimuthal angle, and consisted of a combination of two layers that were rotated by $60^\circ$. The four STT superlayers were again rotated with respect to each other, the angular difference between superlayers 1 and 2 as well as 3 and 4 being $30^\circ$, while the angular difference between superlayers 2 and 4 was only $15^\circ$.

Every sector of the STT consisted of three layers of straws with a diameter of 7.5 mm acting as an independent drift chamber. The straws consisted of a cover made of capton foil coated with aluminium and carbon that served as the cathode and a signal wire in the middle of the straw serving as the anode. A charged particle passing through a straw would ionise the Ar/CO$_2$ gas inside, and the electrons drifting to the anode would subsequently produce a signal. Since the positions of the wires in the straw tubes were known, these hits allowed the reconstruction of the particle’s trajectory through the detector. The STT consisted of 10944 straws, and allowed detection of tracks in the angular range $6^\circ < \theta < 25^\circ$. 

Figure 3.6: An octant of the CTD in $x - y$ view.
3.2.4 The Uranium Calorimeter (CAL)

The measurement of the energy deposits of particles was performed using the uranium–scintillator calorimeter (CAL) [81–84], which was divided into the forward (FCAL), barrel (BCAL) and rear (RCAL) sections, and nearly covered the full solid angle. As the centre-of-mass system was boosted at HERA due to the difference between the proton and electron energy, the forward section was constructed thicker than the rear section. The corresponding design resulted in interaction lengths of 6, 4 and 3 $\lambda$ for the FCAL, BCAL and RCAL respectively. A schematic of the CAL is shown in figure 3.8 portraying the three sections. The calorimeter sections were further subdivided into electromagnetic and hadronic towers (20 mm $\times$ 20 mm) made of alternating layers of depleted uranium (3.3 mm) used as absorber and plastic scintillator (2.6 mm) used as active material. Generally calorimeters respond differently to electromagnetic than to hadronic showers, because hadrons suffer from energy loss in nuclear interactions, which do not produce a measurable signal. In this context uranium produces a high yield of spallation neutrons, which can be detected using plastic scintillators. The neutrons create recoil protons upon scattering on hydrogen nuclei and photons from neutron capture, which can be detected compensating for the energy loss of hadronic showers. The uranium calorimeter was a compensating calorimeter, because an equal response to electromagnetic and hadronic showers was obtained by tuning the ratio between absorber and active material. The energy resolution of the calorimeter for electromagnetic, $\sigma_{el}(E)/E$, and hadronic showers, $\sigma_{had}(E)/E$, as measured under test beam conditions was found to be:

$$\frac{\sigma_{el}(E)}{E} = 18\% \frac{1}{\sqrt{E}}; \quad \frac{\sigma_{had}(E)}{E} = 35\% \frac{1}{\sqrt{E}}$$

(3.1)
with $E$ in GeV.
The calorimeter contained in total 5918 cells that were read out on both sides using photomultiplier tubes (PMT). Photons emitted in the active material of a module were channelled via light guides and wavelength shifters positioned at each side of the module. The differing signals from each PMT gave positional information of an electromagnetic or hadronic shower. Also, the timing resolution of the calorimeter allowed rejection of non $ep$ background with characteristic timing patterns, and the activity coming from the $^{238}\text{U}$ was used for calibrations.

### 3.2.5 The Luminosity Measurement

The luminosity $\mathcal{L}$ is defined as the number of particles colliding per unit time and unit area. At HERA the luminosity is defined in the following way:

$$\mathcal{L} = \frac{N_e \cdot N_p \cdot n_b \cdot f}{4\pi \cdot \sigma_x \cdot \sigma_y}$$

(3.2)

where $N_e$ and $N_p$ denote the numbers of electron and protons per bunch, $n_b$ is the number of bunches, $f$ is the bunch-crossing frequency and $\sigma_x$ and $\sigma_y$ are the standard deviations of the beam cross section in $x$- and $y$-direction at the interaction point.

The total integrated luminosity recorded with the ZEUS detector during both data-taking periods was $\mathcal{L} = 0.5 \text{ fb}^{-1}$ with a relative error of $\Delta \mathcal{L}/\mathcal{L} \approx 2\%$. The luminosity at HERA was measured using two lead–scintillator calorimeters [85–87] that detected photons from the Bethe–Heitler process $ep \rightarrow e'p\gamma$. The cross
section for this process is well known at fixed photon scattering angle and energy, which allows extraction of the integrated luminosity $\mathcal{L}$ using the relation

$$\mathcal{L} = \frac{N}{\sigma_{BH}}, \quad (3.3)$$

where $N$ is the number of detected events and $\sigma_{BH}$ is the Bethe–Heitler cross section.

### 3.2.6 The Trigger and Data Acquisition System

As the storage space is limited it is not possible to store the complete amount of data generated in high-energy physics collider experiments. At HERA bunches of particles collided every 96 ns at the interaction points, which corresponded to a bunch crossing rate of 10.4 MHz. Only a small fraction of these interactions contained interesting physics events, while the majority of the background events constituted beam gas interactions. These occur when the electrons or protons interact with nuclei of the residual gas or the beampipe.

![Figure 3.9: The ZEUS Trigger and Data Acquisition System.](image)

At ZEUS a three-level trigger system [88] was developed which distinguished potentially interesting physics events from non-$ep$ background reducing the amount
of data that had to be stored and subsequently processed. A schematic of the trigger and data acquisition system is shown in figure 3.9. At the first level, a hardware trigger was used to reduce the event rate to below 1 kHz. The information about an event was initially stored in pipelines and prepared for the trigger decision within 2 μs after the bunch crossing. Each detector component had individual first level trigger electronics [92, 93], which passed the information to the global first level trigger (GFLT). The GFLT performed the decision within a time interval of 4.4 μs and returned the relevant information to the readout systems of the detector components.

The global second level trigger (GSLT) [94] was software-based and processed information received from the second level triggers of the individual detector components providing a decision within a few milliseconds. In comparison with the first level trigger more time was available to take the decision whether to accept or reject the event, and therefore more complex information could be processed leading to more sophisticated algorithms for the event selection, depending on the event topology. Information processed by the global second level trigger included timing and global energy sums from the calorimeter as well as information about preliminary track and vertex reconstruction, reducing the event rate to below 100 Hz.

In case an event had not been rejected by the FLT or SLT, the individual detector components transmitted their information to the so-called event-builder [95]. The event-builder collected the available data and performed a first reconstruction of the event. The third level trigger (TLT) [96] then used variables from this reconstruction and decided whether or not the event should be stored for further analysis. After passing all three stages of trigger selection the event rate had reduced to a few Hz. The data for the selected events was then stored on ADAMO tables, which could be processed using the offline reconstruction program ZEPHYR.
Chapter 4

Event Reconstruction

Events accepted by the ZEUS trigger system were stored on tape for further analysis. This chapter illustrates the reconstruction of physical quantities from measurements performed with the individual detector components. In sections 4.1 and 4.2 the track [97–99] and vertex reconstruction [100] for the HERA II data taking period, which involved the MVD, will be reviewed. Energy flow objects (EFO) [101], combining information from the calorimeter and the tracking systems, are defined in section 4.3. Section 4.4 reviews the reconstruction of the scattered electron [102, 103], the primary signature for DIS events. The $k_T$ clustering algorithm [104–106] that was applied in the present analysis to reconstruct jets of final state particles is defined in section 4.5. Finally, section 4.6 reviews the reconstruction of the kinematic variables describing a DIS event.

4.1 Track Reconstruction

For the present analysis it was crucial to achieve a precise track reconstruction for the HERA II dataset. The trajectory of a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field parallel to the beampipe can be described by a five parameter helix. The parametrisation is based on the definition of the point of closest approach (pca), i.e. the point on the helix in the $x - y$ plane closest to the chosen reference point. The five track parameters $\varphi_H, D_0, Z_H, W, \cot \theta$ needed to define the track helix illustrated in figure 4.1 are given by:

- $\varphi_H$: the azimuthal angle of the direction vector of the helix at the point of closest approach to the reference point,
- $D_0 = Q \cdot D_H$: product of the charge $Q$ and the distance from the reference point to the point of closest approach in the $x - y$ plane,
- $W = Q/R$: the quotient of the charge $Q$ to the radius $R$ of curvature,
• $Z_H$: the distance from the reference point to the point of closest approach projected onto the $z$ axis,

• $\cot \theta$, where $\theta$ denotes the polar angle of the track.

The first three parameters parametrise a circle in the $x$–$y$ plane, while the latter two parameters describe the location and pitch of the trajectory in $z$-direction. The transverse momentum $p_T$ of the charged particle can be determined from the curvature of the reconstructed track helix using the relation $p_T = 0.3QRB$, where $B$ describes the magnetic field. The momentum of the particle is then extracted exploiting the relation $p = p_T / \sin \theta$.

Provided the track helix can be described in terms of these parameters the point of closest approach is given by

$$D_H = \left( \begin{array}{c} x_0 \\ y_0 \\ z_0 \end{array} \right) = \left( \begin{array}{c} D_H \sin \varphi_H \\ -D_H \cos \varphi_H \\ Z_H \end{array} \right). \quad (4.1)$$

On the other hand, the trajectory of the track is parametrised in the following way:

$$\left( \begin{array}{c} x \\ y \\ z \end{array} \right) = \left( \begin{array}{c} D_H \sin \varphi_H + \frac{1}{W} \cos \varphi_H \sin(Ws_\perp) + \frac{1}{W} \sin \varphi_H [1 - \cos(Ws_\perp)] \\ D_H \cos \varphi_H + \frac{1}{W} \sin \varphi_H \sin(Ws_\perp) + \frac{1}{W} \cos \varphi_H [1 - \cos(Ws_\perp)] \\ Z_H + \tan \theta s_\perp \end{array} \right), \quad (4.2)$$

where $s_\perp = s \sin \theta$, and $s$ is defined as the distance along the trajectory from the point of closest approach to the reference point.

Figure 4.1: Parameterisation of track helix in $x$–$y$ plane and $y$–$z$ plane

After the detector upgrade, 2000 – 2002, the global tracking combined information from the MVD and the CTD to reconstruct tracks originating from charged
particles. In a first step the hit positions of the individual subdetectors were reconstructed using detector specific software. In a second step a combined pattern recognition was performed based on reconstructed hits from the individual detector components [97, 98].

The track seed was defined as a group of hits in the most outward component of the tracking detector. Seeds in the forward region were required to have at least eight hits in the STT, otherwise the central tracking detector was used for the track finding. Track candidates in the CTD started from seeds consisting of three hits in an axial superlayer, and were then extrapolated inwards acquiring additional hits. Once the trajectory spanned several superlayers, information from the three innermost superlayers was used for the extrapolation.

The seeds served as the starting point for the extraction of track parameters and were connected to the interaction point using an estimation of the momentum and charge of the track candidate. This connection established the direction in which one expected to find further hits for the matching. The connection of hits in the outer part of the detector with the interaction point picked up hits produced in the inner parts of the detector forming a road of hits from the STT, CTD and MVD. The hits found in this pattern recognition were used as input parameters for the rigorous track fit [99], which used the Kalman filter technique [107] accounting for inhomogeneities of the magnetic field and the energy loss due to multiple scattering to determine the track helix parameters.

### 4.2 Vertex Reconstruction

Originally the primary vertex was reconstructed by choosing a set of well-reconstructed tracks, calculating the centre-of-gravity for these tracks, and iteratively minimising the \( \chi^2 \) of the fitting procedure. Tracks contributing to an increased \( \chi^2 \) were systematically discarded until the remaining tracks contributed to a fit that fulfilled the criterion \( \chi^2 < \chi^2_{\text{cut}} \). In this way a well-reconstructed primary vertex with the corresponding set of tracks that contributed to the vertex reconstruction could be found.

The described procedure was extended by a Deterministic Annealing Filter (DAF) [100] which replaced the fixed \( \chi^2 \) cut applied to the tracks by a weight function:

\[
w(\chi^2, T) = \frac{1}{1 + \exp\left(\frac{\chi^2 - \chi^2_{\text{cut}}}{2T}\right)},
\]

where \( T \) is a temperature and \( \chi^2_{\text{cut}} \) is a cut parameter.

In a first step the initial procedure was applied to select an appropriate set of tracks and reconstruct the corresponding primary vertex. In a second step the weight function with a high temperature \( T \) was applied to the same set of well-reconstructed tracks in order to refine the vertexing and track finding procedure.
The weighted fit was then repeated using a smaller temperature $T$, which allowed refinement of the vertex reconstruction and selection of another subset of tracks. This procedure was repeated until a certain temperature $T$ of convergence was found.

Furthermore, tracks that were far away from the primary vertex and could not be fitted to it properly were removed by requiring the vertex to be close to the interaction point. The beam spot was defined as the 3 dimensional distribution of collisions where the electron and proton beams overlap. The centre of the beam spot was determined every 2000 events [108] by fitting Gaussian curves to the $x$, $y$ and $z$ distributions of the primary vertex. The RMS of the beam spot was found to be $80 \mu \text{m}/88 \mu \text{m}$ in the $x$ and $22 \mu \text{m}/20 \mu \text{m}$ in the $y$ direction for the $e^-p/e^+p$ data [109]. The beam spot in the $z$-direction was found to be approximately $8 \text{cm}$ wide.

The beam tilt consisted of a slope of the incoming beams in the $x$- and $y$-directions with respect to the $z$-axis. This slope could be determined by dividing the $x$ and $y$ vertex distribution into $z$-intervals and fitting the resulting distributions with a Gaussian. The mean values of these Gaussians were then fitted with straight lines allowing extraction of the slopes in $x$ and $y$. The beam spot position was used as an additional constraint in the fitting procedure of the primary vertex. Subsequently, the DAF extended for the beamspot constraint became the standard technique for primary vertex finding in ZEUS leading to an improvement in the precision and resolution.

### 4.3 Energy Flow Objects (EFO)

The energy resolution of the CAL develops for high energies as $\sigma(E)/E \sim 1/\sqrt{E}$ providing an improved resolution with increasing energy. On the other hand, the momentum resolution of reconstructed tracks is parametrised by

$$\sigma(p_T)/p_T = a \cdot p_T \oplus b \oplus c/p_T.$$

In comparison with the calorimeter it provides a better resolution at low transverse energy. Therefore a combination of information from the calorimeter and the tracking system could improve the reconstruction of hadronic final states. The resulting objects are called Energy Flow Objects (EFOs) [101], which were reconstructed in the four steps illustrated in figure 4.2:

1. Particles traversing the CAL deposited at least parts of their energy in the calorimeter cells. Adjacent cells were merged into cell islands using a clustering algorithm that associated each cell to the neighbour with the highest energy deposit. This procedure defined a unique prescription to assign each calorimeter cell to a cell island that contained the energy deposit of showers caused by the incident particles.
2. The cell islands were then clustered in the \( \theta - \phi \) plane obtaining three dimensional objects called cone islands. The position of the cone islands was determined using the logarithmic centre-of-gravity of the electromagnetic or hadronic shower.

3. In the third step, tracks satisfying certain criteria were extrapolated to the calorimeter and matched to the cone islands. For the matching only tracks in the transverse momentum range \( 0.1 < p_T < 20 \) GeV passing at least 4 CTD superlayers and tracks in the momentum range \( 20 < p_T < 25 \) GeV passing at least 7 CTD superlayers were considered. The matching was only performed if the distance of closest approach between the tracks and the cone island was less than 20 cm or the tracks were lying within the area of the island. The object resulting from the matching of the tracks and cone islands was called a ZEUS Unidentified Flow Object (ZUFO).

4. In the final step, the energy and momentum of the ZUFOs were extracted from the available calorimeter and tracking information. When one track was matched to one cone island, the energy was taken either from the calorimeter or the track momentum depending on the resolution of the corresponding measurement. The same algorithm was applied for tracks
matching multiple islands or two tracks matching one or two islands, while considering the sum of energies and momenta for these cases. When more than three tracks were matched to a cone island the object was defined to be a jet and the energy was taken from the calorimeter. For well-reconstructed tracks that do not have a matching cone island the energy was taken from the track momentum assuming the pion mass \( m_\pi \). For cone islands without a matching track the calorimeter information was used assuming that the energy deposit originates from a neutral particle.

Additional corrections had to be applied to account for the material budget of the detector, inefficiencies in the region between the calorimeter sections and other effects. In the present analysis ZUFOs were used to reconstruct jets defined with the \( k_T \) cluster algorithm and calculate kinematic variables and \( E - p_z \).

### 4.4 Electron Reconstruction

The primary signature characterising neutral current DIS events was the presence of a scattered electron in the calorimeter. Electron candidates were identified using the SINISTRA algorithm [102, 103] that was based on a neural network.

![Figure 4.3: Probability for a calorimeter cluster to be an electromagnetic cluster as determined by the SINISTRA algorithm.](image)

In section 3.2.4 it was explained that electromagnetic and hadronic showers were caused by particles passing through the detector depositing energy in the CAL. In order to identify an electron candidate neighbouring cells were initially grouped into islands. The islands from different calorimeter sections were then merged, and the corresponding energy deposit was used to calculate the longitudinal and
transverse energy distributions of the shower. The resulting information was passed to the neural network, that was trained on simulated electromagnetic and hadronic clusters in the RCAL. The primary criterion for electron identification used by the neutral network was the shower shape as hadronic showers were typically transversely broader and longitudinally deeper than electromagnetic showers.

The output of the SINISTRA algorithm represents the probability that the particle causing the shower in the calorimeter is the scattered electron. The characteristic output of the electron finder is shown in figure 4.3. In this context, candidates with a probability greater than 0.9 were considered as electron candidates. In case there were several such candidates, the candidate with the highest probability was identified as the scattered electron. The energy from the corresponding island represented the electron energy, $E_e$, and was corrected for energy losses in the inactive material. In the present analysis only electrons above a threshold of $E_e = 10 \text{ GeV}$ were considered.

4.5 Jet Reconstruction

Since quarks and gluons are confined inside the proton, they cannot be observed directly in DIS, but need to be detected indirectly by exploiting the correlation between the partons and the final state particles that can be measured with the detector. Heavy quarks are produced in the hard subprocess of DIS and subsequently fragment into hadrons constituting a collimated cluster of particles referred to as jet. An appropriate definition of jets is therefore crucial to compare experimental results with theoretical predictions and probe perturbative QCD at a hard scale.

Several algorithms are available to reconstruct jets from calorimeter cells, objects combining calorimeter and tracking information, hadrons or partons in theoretical codes or simulations. Generally, jet finding algorithms are required to be infrared and collinear safe meaning that the reconstructed jets need to be insensitive to the emission of low energy particles and collinear splittings [110]. From an experimental point of view a collinear safe algorithm is unaffected by the resolution of two collinear particles hitting the same calorimeter cell. On the other hand, infrared safety corresponds to the statement that the jet algorithm is independent of the exact energy threshold and the eventual noise in the calorimeter cells.

For the present analysis the $k_T$ cluster algorithm [104–106] was used for the jet reconstruction, which is based on the successive combination of close object pairs into clusters. The algorithm consisted of the following steps:

1. A list of all measured objects and a list of all reconstructed jets is made.

2. For every object $i$ the distance $d_i = E_{T,i}^2$ to the beam axis is calculated.
3. For every pair of objects $i$ and $j$ the distance $d_{ij} = \min(E_{T,i}, E_{T,j})^2 \Delta R_{ij}^2$ between the two objects is calculated, where the quantity $\Delta R_{ij}$ is the distance between the objects in the $\eta - \phi$ plane.

4. The minimum of all available distances $\{d_i, d_{ij}\}$ is calculated.

5. If $\min(d_{ij}) < \min(d_i)$ objects $i$ and $j$ are combined into a new object $k$:
   \[
   E_{T,k} = E_{T,i} + E_{T,j}, \quad \eta_k = \frac{E_{T,i} \cdot \eta_i + E_{T,j} \cdot \eta_j}{E_{T,i} + E_{T,j}}, \quad \phi_k = \frac{E_{T,i} \cdot \phi_i + E_{T,j} \cdot \phi_j}{E_{T,i} + E_{T,j}}.
   \]

6. If $\min(d_i) < \min(d_{ij})$ the object $i$ is removed from the list of objects and added to the list of reconstructed jets.

7. These steps are iterated until the smallest quantity in the list $\{d_i, d_{ij}\}$ is above a certain threshold, $d_{\text{cut}}$. The value of $d_{\text{cut}}$ was set to $1$ GeV$^2$ for the present analysis.

Note that for small angles, $\varphi$, between the objects $i$ and $j$ in the $\eta - \varphi$ plane the distance $d_{ij}$ becomes:
\[
   d_{ij} = \min(E_{T,i}, E_{T,j})^2 \Delta R^2 \approx \min(E_i, E_j)^2 \Delta \varphi^2 \approx k_{T}^2,
\]
which gives the algorithm its name. The advantage of the $k_T$ cluster algorithm is that it naturally avoids the problem of overlapping jets. For the present analysis only those jets were considered that did not contain the DIS electron.

### 4.6 Kinematic Variables

A DIS event at HERA is completely described by any two of the Lorentz scalars $Q^2, x$ and $y$. There are various methods to reconstruct these variables using a combination of the energy, $E'_e$, and polar angle, $\theta_e$, of the scattered electron as well as the longitudinal and transverse momentum of the hadronic final state. The choice of an appropriate reconstruction method depends on the detector and kinematic region. In the present analysis the electron and Jacquet-Blondel method have been used to determine the upper and lower boundaries of the Bjorken $y$ variable. The double-angle method has been used to determine the photon virtuality $Q^2$ and Bjorken $x$ in the whole region of the phase space.

**Electron Method**

The electron method [111] is based on the measurement of the energy, $E'_e$, and polar angle, $\theta_e$, of the scattered electron. As only one particle needs to be reconstructed, the electron method is the simplest method for the reconstruction
of the kinematic variables. In this formalism the DIS variables are given by:

\[
Q^2_e = 2E_eE'_e(1 + \cos \theta_e), \quad (4.4)
\]

\[
y_e = 1 - \frac{E'_e}{2E_e}(1 - \cos \theta_e), \quad (4.5)
\]

\[
x_e = \frac{Q^2_e}{s y_e}, \quad (4.6)
\]

where \(E_e\) is the energy of the incoming electron. The electron method is sensitive to initial and final state radiation, which leads to a poor resolution in the kinematic region of low \(x\) and \(y\).

**Jacquet-Blondel Method**

The Jacquet-Blondel method [112] is based on the reconstruction of the energy and momentum of the hadronic final state. The method is sensitive to the hadronic energy scale, and requires that the hadronic activity is contained and well-measured. In this context, one assumes that hadrons which are not detected escape through the beampipe and their transverse momentum is consequently neglected. One defines the variable \(\delta_h\) in the following way:

\[
\delta_h = \sum_i (E_i - p_{z,i}), \quad (4.7)
\]

where the sum runs over all reconstructed particles. In this method the DIS variables are given by:

\[
y_{\text{JB}} = \frac{\delta_h}{2E_e}, \quad (4.8)
\]

\[
Q^2_{\text{JB}} = \frac{p^2_{T,h}}{1 - y_{\text{JB}}}, \quad (4.9)
\]

\[
x_{\text{JB}} = \frac{Q^2_{\text{JB}}}{s y_{\text{JB}}}, \quad (4.10)
\]

where \(p_{T,h} = \sqrt{(\sum_i p_{x,i})^2 + (\sum_i p_{y,i})^2}\) is the transverse momentum of the hadronic system and the sum runs over all reconstructed EFOs. Although the photon virtuality \(Q^2\) is not well-reconstructed with the hadronic system, the Jacquet-Blondel method is more precise than the electron method in the kinematic region of low \(y\).

**Double-angle Method**

The double-angle method [111] uses the polar angle of the electron, \(\theta_e\), and the hadronic final state, \(\gamma_h\), which is used as an estimator for the scattering angle of
the struck quark. In the naive quark parton model the angle $\gamma_h$ can be reconstructed using the following equation:

$$\cos \gamma_h = \frac{p_{T,h}^2 - \delta_h^2}{p_{T,h}^2 + \delta_h^2}. \quad (4.11)$$

The DIS variables are then determined in the following way:

$$Q_{DA}^2 = 4E_e^2 \frac{\sin \gamma_h (1 + \cos \theta_e)}{\sin \gamma_h + \sin \theta_e - \sin(\theta_e + \gamma_h)}, \quad (4.12)$$

$$y_{DA} = \frac{\sin \theta_e + (1 - \cos \theta_e)}{\sin \gamma_h + \sin \theta_e - \sin(\theta_e + \gamma_h)}, \quad (4.13)$$

$$x_{DA} = \frac{E_e \sin \gamma_h + \sin \theta_e + \sin(\theta_e + \gamma_h)}{E_p \sin \gamma_h + \sin \theta_e - \sin(\theta_e + \gamma_h)}. \quad (4.14)$$

The double-angle method provides the most precise results over a large fraction of the phase space, since it is less sensitive to energy scales and radiative corrections. In particular, compared with the electron method the double-angle method, it provides a better resolution at $Q^2 > 100$ GeV$^2$ [111].
Chapter 5

Data Sample and Signal Extraction

The subjects of the present chapter are the data sample and the technique of signal extraction used for the measurement of the charm contribution to the structure function of the proton. An overview of the data and MC samples used in the present analysis will be given in section 5.1. The event selection will be explained in section 5.2, giving a detailed explanation of the trigger configuration, and the DIS and jet selection. The subject of section 5.3 will be the technique of signal extraction that has been developed to make a fully inclusive measurement of charm-jet cross sections in DIS events. In a first step the standard technique of inclusive measurements with the ZEUS detector based on the decay length significance and secondary vertex mass will be explained. In a second step an alternative technique based on the impact parameter of jet-associated tracks will be illustrated. Finally, the combined algorithm that exploits the available information from secondary vertices and jet-associated tracks in DIS events, whilst avoiding correlations between the variables, will be presented.

5.1 Data Samples and Monte Carlo Sets

Data Samples

The data sample used for the inclusive analysis of the charm contribution to the structure function of the proton was collected in the period 2005—2007 and corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 331 pb$^{-1}$. The energy of the proton beam in the considered run periods was 920 GeV, while the energy of the electron beam was 27.5 GeV. An overview of the characteristics of the data sample is given in table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Data samples collected with the ZEUS detector in the period 2005–2007. √s represents the centre-of-mass energy of the electron–proton system, L the luminosity for the corresponding run period and σ_{sys} the relative systematic error of the measured luminosity value.

As the inclusive analysis required a combination of tracking and vertexing information, only data from the HERA II run periods was considered for the present analysis. Furthermore, events were preselected by requiring the EVTAKE and MVDTAKE routines: EVTAKE required that the calorimeter, central tracking detector, trigger chain and luminosity measurement were functioning properly. The MVDTAKE routine required the MVD to be in a good state during the data taking.

Monte Carlo Simulations

Final states from ep collisions in DIS at HERA were reconstructed after the previously described trigger and event selection. In order to simulate the underlying physics processes and evaluate the performance of the individual detector components, Monte Carlo (MC) generator techniques [113, 114] were applied. The MC simulation proceeds in four stages:

1. In a first step the initial state of an electron and a proton is simulated including the relevant initial state radiation.

2. In the second step the hard scattering process between the exchanged vector boson and the partons inside the proton is simulated on the basis of fixed-order perturbative QCD calculations.

3. In the third step the parton showering is simulated using MC techniques involving Sudakov factors to calculate the probability of quark and gluon emissions.

4. In the fourth step the fragmentation and hadronisation processes are simulated using phenomenological models that were tuned such that the MC simulation matched an array of data from different collider experiments.

Monte Carlo event generators simulate all stable final state particles of a given event. In order to compare the simulation with the data one needs to make sure that the corresponding final states are reconstructed in the same way. After the
event simulation the final state particles are therefore passed through a simulation of the ZEUS detector produced using the GEANT package [115–117]. The detector simulation provides information about signals originating from particles passing through the individual detector components. After a simulation of the trigger chain, the reconstruction used for the real data can be applied to the MC events. As a result the simulated events are analysed in the same way as the data. In the present analysis MC techniques are used to calculate hadronisation corrections to theoretical predictions and simulate the detector acceptance required to calculate the differential cross sections in the relevant kinematic regions.

**Rapgap**

Heavy quark production at HERA was simulated with the Rapgap MC generator [118] based on leading-order perturbative QCD calculations. In Rapgap the dominant production mechanism for charm and beauty quarks, BGF, is calculated using massive matrix elements, which allows predictions to be made in the threshold region of the heavy quark masses. On the other hand, computations of resolved processes, where the photon fluctuates into a quark–antiquark pair, are performed using massless matrix elements.

In order to account for the fact that quarks and gluons can radiate in the initial and final state and gluons can split into quark–antiquark pairs, higher order processes are simulated using parton showers. Parton showers are simulated as a sequence of particle branchings in the leading log (LL) approximation with the probabilities for the splittings given by the Sudakov form factors. This iterative procedure of quark and gluon splittings results in a particle cascade composed of complex multi-particle states.

The fragmentation and hadronisation processes cannot be described in perturbative QCD and therefore phenomenological models are required. In the Rapgap MC simulation the Lund string model [119–121] was applied to simulate the hadronisation. In this model the fraction, $z$, of the momentum of the struck parton that is transferred to the hadron is described by the Bowler [122] fragmentation function $D(z)$:

$$D(z) \propto \frac{1}{z^{1 + r_Q b m_Q^2}} (1 - z)^a \exp \left( \frac{-b m_Q^2}{z} \right),$$  

(5.1)

where the parameters $a$ and $b$ are determined from experiment. The variable $m_Q$ is the mass of the heavy quark, $m_\perp$ is the transverse mass of the hadron, $m_\perp^2 = m^2 + (p_{\text{rel}}^T)^2$, where $m$ is the mass of the hadron and $p_{\text{rel}}^T$ is the transverse momentum relative to the direction of the quark. For massive quarks, $r_Q = 1$ was predicted, and the parameter allows a smooth interpolation between the Bowler function and the symmetric Lund form [123] ($r_Q = 0$) that is applicable for light quarks.
For the present analysis, beauty events were generated for the photon virtuality $Q^2 > 1 \text{ GeV}^2$ which covers the whole kinematic region including the beauty quark mass threshold. The standard Rapgap MC sample for charm quark events was generated for the photon virtuality $Q^2 > 4 \text{ GeV}^2$ which covers the middle $Q^2$ region of high statistical significance. In order to cover the charm quark mass threshold and account for migrations into the kinematic region of the measurement, another Rapgap MC sample for the photon virtuality $Q^2 > 1.5 \text{ GeV}$ was generated. An overview of the Rapgap Monte Carlo samples used for charm and beauty is given in tables 5.2 and 5.3. The CTEQ5L parametrisation of the parton densities in the proton was chosen, and the heavy quark masses were set to $m_c = 1.5 \text{ GeV}$ and $m_b = 4.75 \text{ GeV}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run period</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>$Q^2_{\text{min}} \text{[GeV}^2\text{]}$</th>
<th>$L \text{(pb}^{-1})$</th>
<th>$Q^2_{\text{min}} \text{[GeV}^2\text{]}$</th>
<th>$L \text{(pb}^{-1})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$e^- p$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>147.5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>282.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$e^- p$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>43.07</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>168.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006/07</td>
<td>$e^+ p$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>141.95</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>496.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: Overview of Rapgap MC samples used to simulate charm quark production in DIS events at HERA. $L$ represents the luminosity of the corresponding run period, $Q^2_{\text{min}}$ is the cut applied to the photon virtuality to generate the MC sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run period</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>$Q^2_{\text{min}} \text{[GeV}^2\text{]}$</th>
<th>$L \text{(pb}^{-1})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>$e^- p$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2114.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$e^- p$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>924.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006/07</td>
<td>$e^+ p$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2577.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.3: Overview of Rapgap MC samples used to simulate beauty quark production in DIS events at HERA. $L$ represents the luminosity of the corresponding run period, $Q^2_{\text{min}}$ is the cut applied to the photon virtuality to generate the MC sample.

**Ariadne**

The Ariadne program [124, 125] is one of the most successful QCD parton shower simulations to model hadronic final states at HERA. It is based on the colour dipole model [126–128], in which the parton showering is simulated by gluon emissions from colour dipoles formed by the final state particles in the hard interaction. The gluons can form further colour–dipoles which can radiate further
gluons or split into quark–antiquark pairs. The showering process proceeds until
the dipoles have reached a certain minimum energy.
The Ariadne program has to be interfaced to other programs that generate the
hard scattering process and model the hadronisation and decay of particles. For
this analysis, Ariadne was interfaced to the DJANGOH [129, 130] event generator,
which is an interface between the LEPTO [131] and HERACLES [132] programs.
LEPTO provides leading-order QCD matrix elements for the hard interaction,
while HERACLES accounts for initial and final state QED radiation, vertex and
propagator terms and two-boson exchange.
The Ariadne MC generator simulated inclusive neutral current DIS events us-
ing massless matrix elements from the interface to LEPTO. As a consequence
heavy flavour production could not be simulated properly at the mass thresh-
old. Ariadne was therefore only used for studies of the light flavour background.
The sample was generated for photon virtuality $Q^2 > 4\text{ GeV}^2$ with an integrated
luminosity similar to that of the data. As for the Rapgap sample, the hadroni-
sation was simulated using the JETSET program [133], which is based upon the
Lund string model and uses a table of properties of well-known particle decays
as reference.

5.2 Event Selection

In order to measure the charm contribution to the structure function of the pro-
ton, criteria need to be applied to select DIS events at HERA. In the first part
of this section the first, second and third level trigger selection that was applied
online will be given. The trigger efficiency is taken to be 100 % and possible
inefficiencies are dealt with in the systematics. Finally, the neutral current DIS
selection criteria and the jet selection criteria which were applied offline will be
explained.

First Level Trigger (FLT)

Only events passing one or more FLT slots, which usually require a reconstructed
track or energy deposit in the calorimeter [134, 135], were considered. The selec-
tion criteria of the trigger slots are as follows:

- **FLT28** At least one well-reconstructed track, an isolated EMC energy de-
  pos it in the BCAL or FCAL, and a total transverse energy in the calorimeter
greater than 18 GeV.

- **FLT30** An isolated EMC energy deposit and an EMC energy deposit
greater than 4 GeV in the RCAL.
- **FLT40** An EMC energy deposit in the calorimeter greater than 20 GeV.

- **FLT41** An energy deposit in the calorimeter with transverse energy greater than 30 GeV.

- **FLT43** At least one well-reconstructed track and an energy deposit in the calorimeter with transverse energy greater than 15 GeV.

- **FLT44** At least one well-reconstructed track, an isolated EMC energy deposit in the BCAL greater than 4.8 GeV and in the RCAL greater than 3.4 GeV.

- **FLT46** At least one well-reconstructed track and an isolated EMC energy deposit in the RCAL greater than 2 GeV.

- **FLT47** A total energy deposit in the calorimeter greater than 4 GeV, an isolated EMC energy deposit in the RCAL greater than 2 GeV.

- **FLT62** Multiple isolated EMC energy deposits in the calorimeter.

**Second Level Trigger (SLT)**

Events passing the FLT were required to pass the SPP01 slot of the SLT [134, 135]. The selection criteria of the SPP01 trigger slot were as follows:

- The event had to pass at least one of the FLT slots FLT28, FLT30, FLT40, FLT41, FLT43, FLT44, FLT46, FLT47, FLT62.

- $\sum_i(E - p_z)_i > 30$ GeV, where the sum runs of all ZUFOs, which reduces photoproduction and non $ep$ background.

- The event had to fulfill at least one of the following requirements:
  
  - EMC energy deposit in RCAL greater than 2.5 GeV
  - EMC energy deposit in BCAL greater than 2.5 GeV
  - EMC energy deposit in FCAL greater than 10 GeV
  - HAC energy deposit in FCAL greater than 10 GeV
  - The reconstruction of a scattered electron in the RCAL with an electron energy greater than 5 GeV.

The SPP01 slot used did not impose tracking requirements.
Third Level Trigger (TLT)

The third level trigger applied trigger slots selecting neutral current deep inelastic scattering events [134, 135]. For the 2005 $e^+p$ run periods the SPP02 trigger slots were used with the following requirements:

- The event had to pass the SPP01 slot of the second level trigger.
- The reconstruction of a scattered electron in the RCAL with electron energy greater than 4 GeV.
- The electron is detected outside a box of $24 \times 24$ cm$^2$ centered around the beam pipe.
- $30 < \sum_i (E - p_z)_i < 100$ GeV, where the sum runs over all ZUFOs.

For the 2006 $e^-p$ and the 2006/2007 $e^+p$ run periods the SPP02 trigger slot was replaced by SPP09, and the HPP31 and HFL17 triggers were additionally required [134, 135]. Apart from two modifications the SPP09 and HFL17 trigger slots imposed the same selection criteria as the SPP02 trigger. The HFL17 required additionally the reconstruction of at least two tracks in the CTD and the SPP09 contained a slightly larger box cut of $30 \times 30$ cm$^2$. The HPP31 imposed the following requirements:

- The event had to pass the SPP01 slot of the SLT.
- The reconstruction of a scattered electron candidate in the RCAL with electron energy greater than 7 GeV.
- The electron had to be detected outside a box of $24 \times 24$ cm$^2$ centered around the beam pipe.
- $\sum_i (E - p_z)_i > 34$ GeV, where the sum runs over all ZUFOs, which reduces photoproduction and non $ep$ background.
- Reconstruction of the photon virtuality $Q^2 > 6$ GeV$^2$.
- The reconstruction of at least one track in the CTD with transverse momentum $p_T > 200$ MeV.

Neutral Current DIS Selection

After the trigger selection the following selection criteria were applied offline in order to select neutral current DIS events:
• The reconstruction of a scattered electron candidate outside a box of 26 × 26 cm$^2$ centered around the beam pipe.

• An electron probability greater than 0.9 for the reconstructed candidate, determined with the electron finder SINISTRA, and electron energy $E'_e > 10$ GeV.

• $44 < \sum_i (E - p_z) < 65$ GeV, where the sum runs over all ZUFOs, which reduces photoproduction and non $ep$ background.

• The primary vertex reconstructed in the range $|Z_{prm}| < 30$ cm.

• The photon virtuality reconstructed with the double-angle method in the range $5 < Q_{DA}^2 < 1000$ GeV$^2$.

• The reconstruction of the inelasticity with the Jacquet−Blondel and the electron methods with the following respective cuts: $y_{JB} > 0.02$ and $y_{el} < 0.7$.

The lower $Q^2$ cut is applied, since the electron candidate cannot be reconstructed reliably close to the beam pipe. On the other hand the upper $Q^2$ cut accounts for the inability of the SINISTRA algorithm to reconstruct electrons at high virtuality. The lower $y$ cut assures the presence of hadronic activity, and uses the Jacquet-Blondel method, because it has the best resolution at low values of the inelasticity $y$. The higher $y$ cut reduces background from photoproduction, and uses the electron method.

**Jet Selection**

Jets were reconstructed in deep inelastic scattering events using the $k_T$ clustering algorithm in the longitudinally invariant mode [105] with the $E_T$ recombination scheme [106]. As input to the $k_T$ clustering algorithm all reconstructed EFOs were utilised, and jets containing the scattered electron were rejected. In contrast to previous analyses of heavy flavour production with the ZEUS detector the following cuts were applied for the jet selection:

• $E_T^{jet} > 2.5$ GeV,

• $-1.6 < \eta^{jet} < 2.2$,

These jet selection cuts extend the kinematic region towards lower values of the transverse jet energy than previous analyses. The extension of the phase space towards lower values of $E_T^{jet}$ gives increased statistics and reduces the extrapolation uncertainties when extracting $F_2^c\bar{c}$ at low values of the photon virtuality $Q^2$ and the scaling variable $x$. 
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5.3 Signal Extraction

The inclusive measurement of the charm contribution to the structure function of the proton was performed using a combination of tracking and vertexing information. In this section the inclusive techniques of heavy quark tagging based upon the decay length significance and secondary vertex mass of heavy flavoured hadrons and the impact parameter of jet-associated tracks will be detailed. In section 5.3.1 the reconstruction of secondary vertices and the method of mirroring and subtracting the signed decay length significance distribution in order to obtain a charm and beauty enriched sample will be explained. In section 5.3.2 an alternative technique based on the categorisation of deep inelastic scattering events according to the absolute value of the impact parameter of jet-associated tracks and the subsequent mirroring and subtracting of the signed impact parameter distribution will be illustrated. Subsequently, the technical details of the combination of secondary vertex and tracking information used for the final measurement will be explained in section 5.3.3.

5.3.1 Secondary Vertexing Technique

In inclusive measurements at ZEUS the heavy quark content is usually extracted using the decay length significance and the secondary vertex mass [134–137]. The 2D decay length is calculated as the distance between the beam spot and the secondary vertex in the $x - y$ plane, and subsequently projected onto the axis of the associated jet. The negative part of the significance distribution is then projected onto and subtracted from the positive part, leaving a mirrored significance distribution. The mirrored decay length significance distribution is plotted in bins of the secondary vertex mass to increase the distinguishing power between charm and beauty quarks. Finally, a binned least $\chi^2$ fit of the MC template to the data sample is performed in order to extract the heavy quark content of the data sample.

Secondary Vertex Reconstruction

After the event selection an algorithm was applied in order to search for secondary vertices associated to jets that were reconstructed with the $k_T$ clustering algorithm [105] and passed the jet selection criteria given in section 5.2. A track was associated to the closest jet if the track was within a cone of radius 1 in the $\eta - \phi$ plane:

$$\Delta R = \sqrt{\Delta \eta^2 + \Delta \phi^2} < 1,$$

(5.2)

where $\Delta \eta = \Delta \eta_{trk} - \Delta \eta_{jet}$ and $\Delta \phi = \Delta \phi_{trk} - \Delta \phi_{jet}$ are defined as the distance between the track and the jet axis. Furthermore, only tracks passing the following selection cuts were considered:
• $p_T > 0.5$ GeV,
• # hits in MVD $\geq 4$.

In the case when at least two tracks passed these selection criteria a secondary vertex was fitted using a DAF \cite{100} without beamspot constraint. The imposed track selection cuts provide an impact parameter resolution of jet-associated tracks:

$$
\frac{\sigma_\delta}{\delta} = 46 \mu m + \frac{122 \mu m}{p_T [GeV]}.
$$

(5.3)

The cut on the transverse momentum reduced the amount of multiple scattering. The requirement of at least four hits in the MVD assured that there was enough spatial information close to the interaction point.

The secondary vertex fit returned the position of the vertex and its covariance matrix. For the calculation of the invariant mass $m_{vtx}$ of the secondary vertices the charged pion mass was assumed for all tracks. After all secondary vertices in an event were reconstructed the remaining tracks in an event were utilised as input for the fit of a reduced primary vertex with beamspot constraint.

In order to optimise the selection of secondary vertices related to heavy flavoured hadron decays \cite{134} the following selection criteria were applied:

• $d_{xy} < 1$ cm, a distance between the beamspot and the secondary vertex smaller than 1 cm in the $x - y$ plane was required to suppress background from long-lived light flavour events, photon conversions and hadronic interactions in the beam pipe and detector material.

• $\chi^2/n_{dof} < 6$, assuring that a vertex has been reconstructed from jet-associated tracks. Here $n_{dof}$ denotes the number of degrees of freedom in the vertex fit.

• a secondary vertex mass in the range $1$ GeV $< m_{vtx} < 6$ GeV. This requirement rejects background from long-lived light flavoured hadrons, in particular from $K_S^0$ decays.

• $|Z_{secvtx}| < 30$ cm, a condition assuring a reasonable MVD and CTD acceptance for tracks belonging to the vertex.

The secondary vertex mass, $m_{vtx}$, the number of tracks, $N_{vtx}$, associated to the vertex and the fit quality, $\chi^2/n_{dof}$, of the vertices after the DIS and secondary vertex selection are shown in figure 5.1. Generally, there is a reasonable agreement between data and MC, albeit with some differences for low values of $\chi^2/n_{dof}$. On the other hand, this difference does not affect the present analysis, since the cut on the quality of the secondary vertex fit has been chosen well away from this region. In figure 5.2 the transverse energy, $E_T^{jet}$, pseudorapidity, $\eta^{jet}$, and the azimuthal angle, $\phi^{jet}$, of the reconstructed jets after DIS, secondary vertex and
Figure 5.1: The secondary vertex variables (a) \( m_{\text{vtx}} \), (b) \( N_{\text{trk}} \) and (c) \( \chi^2/n_{\text{dof}} \) after the DIS and secondary vertex selection. The MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the \( k \)-factors from the binned least \( \chi^2 \) fit using equation 5.7. The data (black dots) are compared to the sum of the Monte Carlo samples, as well as the light flavour, charm and beauty contributions.

jet selection are shown. The comparison between data and MC is particularly good for the transverse energy distribution. The discrepancy between data and MC simulation in the forward region of the pseudorapidity distribution can be explained due to the intersection between BCAL and FCAL, which affects the reconstruction of EFOs in this kinematic region.

**Signal Extraction**

For the secondary vertexing analysis, the heavy quark content of the data sample was extracted using the decay length of heavy flavoured hadrons [134, 135]. The decay length was calculated as the distance between the secondary vertex and the beamspot in the \( x - y \) plane. The beamspot was used instead of the reduced primary vertex, since it was less biased with secondary vertex tracks, originating from additional heavy quark decays [137].
Figure 5.2: The jet variables (a) $E_{T}^{\text{jet}}$, (b) $\eta^{\text{jet}}$ and (c) $\phi^{\text{jet}}$ after the DIS, secondary vertex and jet selection. The MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors from the binned least $\chi^2$ fit using equation 5.7. The data (black dots) are compared to the sum of all Monte Carlo samples, as well as the light flavour, charm and beauty contributions.

The sign of the decay length was assigned using the axis of the associated jet. If the decay length, $\vec{d}$, was in the same hemisphere as the jet, $\vec{j}$, i.e. $\vec{j} \cdot \vec{d} > 0$, a positive sign was assigned; otherwise the sign was negative. The two-dimensional decay length was then projected onto the jet axis:

$$d_{xy} = \frac{\vec{d} \cdot \vec{j}}{||\vec{j}||} = \left(\frac{X_{\text{vtx}} - X_{\text{bspt}}}{Y_{\text{vtx}} - Y_{\text{bspt}}} \right) \cdot \frac{\vec{j}}{||\vec{j}||}.$$  \hfill (5.4)

The 2D signed and projected decay length, $d_{xy}$, in the secondary vertex mass range, $1 < m_{\text{vtx}} < 6$ GeV, is shown in figure 5.3. In a detector with perfect track reconstruction the sign convention would result in a strictly positive decay length distribution for the heavy flavoured hadrons, while half of the combinatorial background would have a negative sign. In a real detector with finite resolution the heavy flavoured decays are partly smeared into the negative region. The error on the decay length, $\sigma(d_{xy})$, contains information about the detector resolution and depends on the uncertainties of the secondary vertex position and
Figure 5.3: The 2D signed and projected decay length, $d_{xy}$, and decay length significance, $S_{vtx} = \sigma(d_{xy})/d_{xy}$, within the secondary vertex mass range $1 < m_{vtx} < 6$ GeV. The MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors from the binned least $\chi^2$ fit using equation 5.7.

In order to enhance the separation power between the heavy flavoured hadron decays and the light flavoured background the decay length significance is defined as:

$$S_{vtx} = \frac{d_{xy}}{\sigma(d_{xy})}. \quad (5.6)$$

The signed decay length significance distribution in the secondary vertex mass range, $1 < m_{vtx} < 6$ GeV, is shown in figure 5.3. The distribution comprises a large asymmetry towards positive significance values for heavy flavoured hadron decays, while it behaves predominantly symmetric for light flavours.

In order to utilise the decay length significance, $S$, as the distinguishing variable between light and heavy flavour decays the negative part of the significance distribution ($S_{vtx} < 0$) is mirrored onto and subtracted from the positive part ($S_{vtx} > 0$). Provided that the decay length distribution for light flavoured decays behaves mostly symmetrically, the light flavour contribution is minimised in the subtraction procedure, while the heavy quark contribution is enriched. In order
Figure 5.4: The mirrored and subtracted decay length significance distribution, $S^+_{vtx} - S^-_{vtx}$, in three different bins of the secondary vertex mass, $m_{vtx}$, (a) $1 < m_{vtx} < 1.4$ GeV, (b) $1.4 < m_{vtx} < 2$ GeV, (c) $2 < m_{vtx} < 6$ GeV, and (d) the inclusive bin for the considered secondary vertex mass range $1 < m_{vtx} < 6$ GeV. The MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors from the binned least $\chi^2$ fit using equation 5.7.

The analysis yields a charm enriched sample for the secondary vertex mass range $1 < m_{vtx} < 1.4$ GeV, a charm and beauty enriched sample for $1.4 < m_{vtx} < 2$ GeV, and a beauty enriched sample for $2 < m_{vtx} < 6$ GeV. These charm and beauty enriched significance distributions have subsequently been used to extract the heavy quark
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content of the data sample.

In order to extract the signal, a binned, least $\chi^2$ fit of the mirrored and subtracted significance distributions of the MC templates was performed to the data sample simultaneously for all three secondary vertex mass bins. The following fit function was minimised:

$$
\chi^2 = \sum_i \left( \frac{(N^d_i - k_b N^b_i - k_c N^c_i - k_{lf} N^{lf}_i)^2}{(\sigma^d_i)^2 + (k_b \sigma^b_i)^2 + (k_c \sigma^c_i)^2 + (k_{lf} \sigma^{lf}_i)^2} \right) + \left( \frac{(N^d_{tot} - k_b N^b_{tot} - k_c N^c_{tot} - k_{lf} N^{lf}_{tot})^2}{(\sigma^d_{tot})^2 + (k_b \sigma^b_{tot})^2 + (k_c \sigma^c_{tot})^2 + (k_{lf} \sigma^{lf}_{tot})^2} \right),
$$

where the sum runs over all bins $i$ of the three fitted $S^+_{\text{vtx}} - S^-_{\text{vtx}}$ distributions, and the requirement $|S| > 4$ was imposed to avoid unphysical effects in the signal extraction [134, 135]. $N^d_i$, $N^b_i$, $N^c_i$ and $N^{lf}_i$ denote the entries and $\sigma^d_i$, $\sigma^b_i$, $\sigma^c_i$ and $\sigma^{lf}_i$ the statistical uncertainties in a given bin $i$ of the mirrored and subtracted significance distributions. $N^d_{tot}$, $N^b_{tot}$, $N^c_{tot}$ and $N^{lf}_{tot}$ denote the total number of entries and $\sigma^d_{tot}$, $\sigma^b_{tot}$, $\sigma^c_{tot}$ and $\sigma^{lf}_{tot}$ the statistical uncertainties in the unmirrored decay length significance distributions. All MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data before the least $\chi^2$ fit was performed and the normalisation of the MC templates in the fit was constrained using the integral over the entries in the unmirrored decay length significance distributions. The least $\chi^2$ fit returned the $k$-factors $k_b$, $k_c$ and $k_{lf}$, which represent scaling factors for the beauty, charm and light flavour templates in order to obtain an optimised description of the data. The following scaling factors were extracted for the full kinematic region of the measurement:

$$k_{lf} = 0.947 \pm 0.004 \quad (5.8)$$
$$k_b = 1.598 \pm 0.056 \quad (5.9)$$
$$k_c = 1.302 \pm 0.021 \quad (5.10)$$

The fit quality of $\chi^2/n_{\text{dof}} = 22.61/19 = 1.19$ was reasonable and the quoted uncertainties are the statistical errors yielded by the least $\chi^2$ fit.

**Corrections**

In order to obtain a satisfactory description of the data by the MC several corrections had to be applied. These corrections include a smearing of the 2D decay length, $d_{xy}$, applied to all MC templates, a reweighting of the Ariadne MC in $E_T^{\text{jet}}$ and a reweighting of the Rapgap MC in $Q^2$. The technical details of these corrections are explained in the following sections.
Decay Length Smearing

The decay length significance distribution from the latest version of the reconstruction is not fully described by the MC. In order to compensate for the difference between data and Monte Carlo, the following smearing functions have been applied to all MC templates [134, 135]:

- for 5% of all vertices the projected decay length was smeared by a Gaussian of width $1.8 \cdot \sigma(d_{xy})$.
- for 1% of all vertices the projected decay length was smeared by a Gaussian of width $2.3 \cdot \sigma(d_{xy})$.
- the decay length, $d_{xy}$, of a vertex fulfilling $0.1 \cdot \sigma(d_{xy}) < \text{ran}_1$ was smeared with the following function to adjust the extreme tails:

$$d_{xy} = d_{xy} + \frac{\text{ran}_2}{|\text{ran}_2|} \cdot \frac{\ln(1 - |\text{ran}_2|)}{-5.0},$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (5.11)

where ran$_1$ is a random number, uniformly distributed in the range [0, 1], and ran$_2$ is a random number in the range [−1, 1].

Reweighting of the Ariadne MC in $E_{\text{jet}}^T$

In the kinematic region considered in the present analysis, the Ariadne MC overestimates the production of jets at high transverse energy, $E_{\text{jet}}^T$. This feature was corrected for by reweighting the Ariadne MC in $E_{\text{jet}}^T$ [134, 135]. The impact of the smearing on the charm and beauty cross sections was negligible, since the reweighting affected exclusively the light flavour content.

Reweighting of the Rapgap MC in $Q^2$

The measured distributions in $Q^2$ fall more steeply than predicted by the Rapgap MC [134] for the heavy flavours. In order to ensure that the acceptance corrections were reasonable the Rapgap MC sample was reweighted for charm and beauty with the following functions [134, 135]:

$$w_b = e^{-0.599-0.00389\cdot Q^2} + 0.631,$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (5.12)

$$w_c = e^{-0.486-0.0158\cdot Q^2} + 0.781.$$  \hspace{0.5cm} (5.13)

The systematic uncertainty related to this reweighting procedure was estimated by varying the correction by $\pm50\%$.  
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5.3.2 Impact Parameter Technique

An alternative approach to extract the heavy quark content of the data sample is based on the impact parameter of jet-associated tracks \[58, 59\]. The impact parameter is calculated as the distance between the point of closest approach (pca) and the beam spot in the \(x - y\) plane. A positive or negative sign is assigned, as shown in figure 5.5, depending on the angle between the vector joining the point of closest approach and the beam spot and the axis of the associated jet. After the application of basic track selection criteria the impact parameter significance of jet-associated tracks is used to categorise DIS events. The signed impact parameter significance is plotted for each category of events, and the negative part of the distributions is projected onto and subtracted from the positive part, giving rise to mirrored track significance distributions. Finally, a binned least \(\chi^2\) fit of the MC templates to the data sample is performed in order to extract the heavy quark content of the data sample.

Impact Parameter Reconstruction

After the event selection as in section 5.3.1 a further track selection was applied in order to select well-reconstructed tracks in the immediate vicinity of the interaction region. The algorithm considered only tracks associated to jets that were reconstructed with the \(k_T\) clustering algorithm \[105\] and passed the jet selection criteria given in section 5.2. A track was associated to the closest jet if the track was within a cone of radius 1 in the \(\eta - \phi\) plane:

\[
\Delta R = \sqrt{\Delta \eta^2 + \Delta \phi^2} < 1, \tag{5.14}
\]

where \(\Delta \eta = \Delta \eta_{\text{trk}} - \Delta \eta_{\text{jet}}\) and \(\Delta \phi = \Delta \phi_{\text{trk}} - \Delta \phi_{\text{jet}}\) are defined as the distance between the track and the jet axis. Furthermore, only tracks passing the following selection cuts were considered:

- \(p_T > 0.5\) GeV,
- \# hits in MVD \(\geq 4\),
- \(|\delta| < 1\) mm.

The first two cuts assured a sufficient track quality in the immediate vicinity of the interaction region, i.e. a sufficient resolution of the combined CTD and MVD track reconstruction algorithm (see equation 5.3). The cut on the impact parameter \(\delta\) of jet-associated tracks rejected decays from long-lived strange particles like \(\Lambda^0\) and \(K^0_s\) \[60, 138\]. The impact parameter \(\delta\) of jet-associated tracks is calculated as the distance between the beam spot and the point of closest approach (pca) in the \(x - y\) plane.
Figure 5.5: Diagram of a jet-associated track and illustration of the associated signed 2D track impact parameter.

The direction of the struck quark is used to determine the sign of the impact parameter, as illustrated in figure 5.5. If the angle $\alpha$ between the line joining the beam spot to the point of closest approach and the axis of the associated jet is smaller than $90^\circ$, $\delta$ will be defined as positive. Otherwise the track impact parameter $\delta$ will be assigned a negative sign. Tracks with an azimuthal angle $\phi$ outside $\pm 90^\circ$ from the jet axis are rejected, since they are not considered to be associated to the struck quark.

Figure 5.6 shows the (signed) 2D impact parameter of jet-associated tracks. The absolute value of the impact parameter is provided by the latest version of the reconstruction, and reveals a discrepancy in the data to MC comparison. The agreement is more satisfactory for the signed 2D impact parameter, which has been smeared with a phenomenological function as will be explained. In a detec-
Figure 5.6: The tracking variables (a) 2D impact parameter, (b) signed 2D impact parameter and (c) impact parameter error of jet-associated tracks. The data are compared with the sum of the MC samples, and the individual contributions are shown as points. The MC templates were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors obtained from the inclusive tracking analysis.

As the detector resolution is limited one will therefore have to consider the signed track impact parameter significance for the signal extraction to enhance the heavy flavour asymmetry and develop a more sophisticated technique of track selection to obtain a sufficient charm and beauty enrichment and separation. In order to enhance the asymmetry for tracks originating from heavy flavoured hadrons one...
defines the signed track impact parameter significance $S_{\text{trk}}$:

$$S_{\text{trk}} = \frac{\delta}{\sigma_\delta},$$  
\hfill (5.15)

where $\delta$ is the signed track impact parameter and $\sigma_\delta$ is the error on the impact parameter $\delta$. The error $\sigma_\delta$ is calculated using:

$$\sigma_\delta^2 = (u_x \ u_y) \left( C_{\text{pca}} + C_{\text{bsp}} \right) \left( u_x \ u_y \right),$$  
\hfill (5.16)

where $(u_x \ u_y)$ is a unit vector from the beam spot to the point of closest approach, $C_{\text{pca}}$ is the covariance matrix of the point of closest approach and $C_{\text{bsp}}$ is the covariance matrix of the beam spot.

The covariance matrix $C_{\text{pca}}$ is calculated from the $5 \times 5$ covariance matrix $C_{\text{trk}}$ of the track parameters, which are propagated to a $3 \times 3$ matrix $C'_{\text{pca}}$ for the pca parameters. The propagation is performed using the following transformation:

$$C'_{\text{pca}} = M^T C_{\text{trk}} M,$$  
\hfill (5.17)

where $M$ is the transformation matrix:

$$M = \begin{pmatrix} \frac{\partial x}{\partial \phi_0} & \frac{\partial x}{\partial \theta_0} & \frac{\partial x}{\partial \psi_0} \\ \frac{\partial y}{\partial \phi_0} & \frac{\partial y}{\partial \theta_0} & \frac{\partial y}{\partial \psi_0} \\ \frac{\partial z}{\partial \phi_0} & \frac{\partial z}{\partial \theta_0} & \frac{\partial z}{\partial \psi_0} \end{pmatrix}. $$  
\hfill (5.18)

An explicit calculation of the partial derivatives shows that the matrix $M$ can be written in block diagonal form:

$$M = \begin{pmatrix} M' & 0 \\ 0 & M'' \end{pmatrix},$$  
\hfill (5.19)

where the $3 \times 2$ matrix $M'$ takes the following simplified form provided that the beam spot is used as reference point:

$$M' = \begin{pmatrix} D_0 \cos(\phi_0) & D_0 \sin(\phi_0) \\ 0 & 0 \\ \sin(\phi_0) & -\cos(\phi_0) \end{pmatrix}. $$  
\hfill (5.20)

The $2 \times 2$ covariance matrix $C'_{\text{pca}}$ of the point of closest approach can then be obtained from the following relation:

$$C'_{\text{pca}} = M'^T C' M',$$  
\hfill (5.21)

where the matrix $C'$ is the upper left $3 \times 3$ part of the matrix $C'_{\text{pca}}$ which we have obtained after propagating the $5 \times 5$ covariance matrix $C'_{\text{trk}}$ of the track helix.
parameters to the parameters of the point of closest approach.

Figure 5.6 shows the impact parameter error of jet-associated tracks revealing a difference in the data to MC comparison. The difference originates from difficulties to simulate the beam slope corrections, which originate from slopes of the beams in the $x$- and $y$-directions with respect to the $z$-axis, in the MC simulation. However, it does not affect the present analysis, since the signal extraction is based on the impact parameter significance, and a conservative cut has been applied to exclude events that have been shifted towards lower significance values.

**Signal Extraction**

The signed track impact parameter significance, $S_{\text{trak}}$, as defined in equation 5.15 is subsequently used to categorise DIS events [60, 138]. After the track selection criteria have been applied the impact parameter significance of all remaining jet-associated tracks is calculated, and the tracks are ordered according to the absolute value of the track significance. The jet-associated tracks are then stored according to the following categorisation:

- In events with one remaining jet-associated track the signed impact parameter significance is stored in one histogram.
- In events with two remaining jet-associated tracks the signed impact parameter significance of the track with the second highest absolute significance is stored in a separate histogram.
- In events with three or more remaining jet-associated tracks the track significance of the three tracks with the highest absolute impact parameter significance are stored in three separate histograms.

In events, in which more than one track has passed the track selection criteria, only tracks having the same sign as the track with the highest absolute track significance have been considered.

One can observe that the signed impact parameter significance distributions for tracks originating from heavy flavoured hadron decays, as shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8, display a larger asymmetry than the signed impact parameter distribution shown in figure 5.6. At the same time the signed impact parameter significance distributions remain fairly symmetric for tracks originating from light flavoured hadrons, which minimises the light flavour background using the technique of mirroring and subtraction. The negative part, $S_{\text{trak}}^-$, of the signed impact parameter significance distributions is subsequently projected onto and subtracted from the positive part, $S_{\text{trak}}^+$, giving rise to mirrored track significance distributions. One observes that the technique of mirroring and subtracting the signed impact parameter significance distributions, as shown in figures 5.7 and 5.8, yields charm
Figure 5.7: The signed impact parameter significance for (a) the one-track scenario, (b) the two-track scenario and the mirrored and subtracted impact parameter significance for (c) the one-track scenario, (d) the two-track scenario of jet-associated tracks. The data are compared with the sum of the MC samples, as well as the light flavour, charm and beauty contributions. The MC templates were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors obtained from the inclusive tracking analysis.

enriched samples for the one and two track scenarios, while one obtains (a) and (b) charm enriched and (c) beauty enriched samples, as shown in figure 5.9, for the three or more track scenario. In order to extract the heavy quark content a binned least $\chi^2$ fit of the MC templates to the data sample is performed for all five mirrored and subtracted impact parameter significance distributions. In analogy to the secondary vertexing technique, the fit function from equation 5.7 needs to be minimised, where the sum runs over all bins $i$ of the five mirrored and subtracted track significance distributions. The requirement $|S_{\text{trk}}| > 2$ was imposed for the mirrored track significance distributions of the one and two track scenario, while the condition $|S_{\text{trk}}| > 3$ was imposed for the three or more track scenario [58–60, 138]. In the context of the impact parameter based technique $N_i^d$, $N_i^b$, $N_i^c$ and $N_i^{lf}$ denote the entries and $\sigma_i^d$, $\sigma_i^b$, $\sigma_i^c$ and $\sigma_i^{lf}$ the statistical uncertainties in a given bin $i$ of the mirrored and subtracted impact parameter significance distributions. On the
Figure 5.8: The signed impact parameter significance of the track with the (a) highest (b) second highest and (c) third highest absolute track significance value of jet-associated tracks for the three or more tracks scenario. The data are compared with the sum of the MC samples, as well as the light flavour, charm and beauty contributions. The MC templates were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors obtained from the inclusive tracking analysis.

other hand, $N_{\text{tot}}^d$, $N_{\text{tot}}^b$, $N_{\text{tot}}^c$ and $N_{\text{tot}}^{lf}$ denote the total number of entries and $\sigma_{\text{tot}}^d$, $\sigma_{\text{tot}}^b$, $\sigma_{\text{tot}}^c$ and $\sigma_{\text{tot}}^{lf}$ the statistical uncertainties in the unmirrored signed impact parameter significance distributions. All MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data before the least $\chi^2$ fit was performed and the normalisation of the MC templates in the fit was constrained using the integral over the entries in the signed impact parameter significance distributions.

In analogy to the secondary vertexing analysis, the least $\chi^2$ fit returns the $k$-factors $k_b$, $k_c$ and $k_{lf}$, which represent scaling factors for the beauty, charm and light flavour templates appropriate for an optimised description of the data. The following scaling factors were extracted for the full kinematic region of the mea-
The obtained heavy flavour $k$-factors are compatible with the values obtained from the secondary vertexing analysis and comprise comparable errors, whilst the light flavour $k$-factor changes by many sigma. The fit quality of $\chi^2/n_{dof} = 26.60/19 = 1.40$ was reasonable, and the quoted uncertainties are the statistical errors provided by the least $\chi^2$ fit. The error of the scaling factor for the light flavour sample appears to be small compared to the relative errors of the heavy flavour samples. This characteristic is a feature of the normalisation of the light flavour sample to the total number of entries in the unmirrored track significance distribution. At the same time the scaling factor of the light flavour sample
is significantly above the value obtained from the secondary vertexing analysis. This is not a physical effect though, since the cut on the secondary vertex mass applied in the secondary vertex analysis rejects light flavour background, which is subsequently accumulated in the tracking analysis.

**Corrections**

In order to obtain a satisfactory description of the data by the MC simulation several corrections had to be applied. The corrections consisted of the smearing of the signed impact parameter of jet-associated tracks with a Gaussian to account for the discrepancy in the core of the distribution and an exponential function to adjust the tails.

**Impact Parameter Smearing**

The impact parameter distribution shown in figure 5.6 (a) is not fully described by the MC simulation. In order to compensate for the difference between data and Monte Carlo, the light flavour content simulated by the Ariadne MC, was smeared with the following distributions:

- for 4% of all reconstructed tracks the signed impact parameter of jet-associated tracks was smeared by a Gaussian function of the width $1.5 \cdot \sigma_\delta$ to compensate for the difference in the core of the distribution.

- for 4% of all reconstructed tracks the signed impact parameter of jet-associated tracks was smeared with the following function to adjust the tails:

  $$\delta = \delta + \frac{\text{ran}}{|\text{ran}|} \cdot \frac{\ln(1 - \text{ran})}{-50},$$

  where ran is a random number uniformly distributed in $[-1, 1]$.

The results of the smearing are shown in figure 5.6 (b), and yield a satisfactory description of the data. The impact on the measured heavy quark cross sections is evaluated by switching the smearing functions on and off.

**5.3.3 Combined Vertexing and Tracking Technique**

In the previous sections techniques of heavy flavour tagging based upon the secondary vertex of decaying hadrons [134–137] and the impact parameter of jet-associated tracks [58–60, 138] have been detailed. However, in order to make a
fully inclusive measurement the present analysis applies an algorithm that combines tracking and vertexing information, using independent variables. The combined tracking and vertexing algorithm proceeds in three consecutive steps:

- In the first case when a well-reconstructed secondary vertex is found in a DIS event, the combined algorithm will rely on the decay length significance and secondary vertex mass.

- In the second case when a secondary vertex could not be reconstructed, the signed impact parameter of jet-associated tracks will be used as the basis for the signal extraction.

- In events containing well-reconstructed secondary vertices and jets associated to vertices, which did not pass the secondary vertex selection, the impact parameter of tracks associated to these jets will be used in addition to the vertexing information.

The algorithm is designed to search for secondary vertices in events with at least one well-reconstructed vertex, for jet-associated tracks in events without a well-reconstructed vertex, and to utilise impact parameter and vertexing information in events, in which both, well-reconstructed vertices and jets, are available. The signal extraction is performed in analogy to the previously explained inclusive techniques. The decay length significance is plotted in bins of the secondary vertex mass for each event, while the impact parameter significance of jet-associated tracks is plotted according to the previously defined categorisation. The negative part of the significance distributions is then projected onto and subtracted from the positive part, giving rise to mirrored significance distributions. Finally, a binned least $\chi^2$ fit of the MC templates to the data sample is performed in order to extract the heavy quark content of the data sample.

Signal Extraction

The algorithm that combines secondary vertexing and tracking information extracts the available information in three separate steps. After the event selection the combined algorithm was trained to search for secondary vertices associated to jets that were reconstructed with the $k_T$ clustering algorithm [105] and passed the jet selection criteria given in section 5.2.

In the first step of the algorithm, events were considered if they contained at least one reconstructed secondary vertex that passed these selection criteria. As explained in section 5.3.1 the signed 2D decay length, $d_{xy}$, was calculated as the distance between the beam spot and the secondary vertex in the $x - y$ plane and subsequently projected onto the axis of the associated jet. To increase the distinguishing power between heavy flavour decays and light flavour background,
the secondary vertex significance, $S_{\text{vtx}}$, was calculated, as defined in equation 5.6. Again, the negative part of the decay length significance distribution was mirrored onto and subtracted from the positive part. The mirrored and subtracted significance distribution, $S_{\text{vtx}}^+ - S_{\text{vtx}}^-$, was finally plotted in three different bins of the secondary vertex mass.

In the second step of the algorithm, events without a well-reconstructed secondary vertex were considered. In these events the signed 2D impact parameter, $\delta$, of jet-associated tracks was calculated as the distance between the beam spot and the point of closest approach in the $x$–$y$ plane. In order to increase the distinguishing power between tracks originating from heavy flavour decays and those originating from light flavour decays the impact parameter significance, $S_{\text{trk}}$, was calculated, as defined in equation 5.15. The absolute value of the track significance of jet-associated tracks was calculated and the events were subsequently categorised, as explained in section 5.3.2. The negative part of the signed impact parameter significance distribution was subsequently mirrored onto and subtracted from the positive part for the three different scenarios, resulting in mirrored and subtracted, $S_{\text{trk}}^+ - S_{\text{trk}}^-$, track significance distributions.

In the third step of the algorithm events containing a well-reconstructed secondary vertex and a jet associated to a vertex that did not pass the secondary vertex selection were considered. In this case the signed 2D decay length significance, $S_{\text{vtx}}$, of the selected secondary vertex was calculated and subsequently plotted in three different bins of the secondary vertex mass. The negative part of the secondary vertex significance distribution was then mirrored onto and subtracted from the positive part, giving rise to mirrored and subtracted, $S_{\text{vtx}}^+ - S_{\text{vtx}}^-$, decay length significance distributions. Subsequently, the signed 2D impact parameter significance, $S_{\text{trk}}$, of tracks associated to the selected jet was calculated for tracks passing the track selection criteria of the impact parameter based technique. The events were then categorised according to the absolute value of the signed impact parameter significance, and the track significance was plotted for the three different scenarios. Finally, the negative part of the signed track significance distributions was mirrored onto and subtracted from the positive part for the three different scenarios, resulting in mirrored and subtracted, $S_{\text{trk}}^+ - S_{\text{trk}}^-$, track significance distributions.

The algorithm exploits the available information from the impact parameter of jet associated tracks and the decay length of secondary vertices in DIS events whilst avoiding correlations. This allows a fully inclusive measurement of heavy-quark jet cross sections to be made using information that has not been considered previously. In order to extract the heavy quark content of the data sample one performs a binned least $\chi^2$ fit of the MC templates to the data sample with the function to be minimised defined in equation 5.7. The sum runs over all bins $i$ of the mirrored and subtracted impact parameter and secondary vertex significance distributions, whilst the same requirements as in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 were imposed. All MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data before
the least $\chi^2$ fit was performed and the normalisation of the MC templates in the fit was constrained using the integral over the entries in the signed impact parameter and decay length significance distributions. In analogy to the secondary vertexing and impact parameter based techniques the least $\chi^2$ fit returns the $k$-factors $k_b$, $k_c$ and $k_{lf}$, which represent scaling factors for the beauty, charm and light flavour templates appropriate for an optimised description of the data. The following scaling factors were extracted for the full kinematic region of the measurement:

$$k_{lf} = 1.037 \pm 0.003$$
$$k_b = 1.561 \pm 0.050$$
$$k_c = 1.314 \pm 0.015$$

The obtained heavy flavour $k$-factors are compatible with the values obtained from the inclusive measurements based on the decay length and impact parameter significance of jet-associated tracks. The fit quality of $\chi^2/n_{dof} = 43.7/38 = 1.15$ was reasonable, and the quoted uncertainties are the statistical errors provided by the least $\chi^2$ fit. In comparison with the previously described techniques the combination of tracking and vertexing information returns a significantly reduced error for the $k$-factors of the heavy flavours. The statistical error for the scaling factor for charm has reduced from 0.021 to 0.015, yielding a reduction of the relative error of 41 %. The statistical precision of the $k$-factors for the beauty sample has improved as well, as the statistical uncertainty has reduced from 0.056 to 0.050, representing a reduction of the relative error of 9.4 %. In the signal region, the fraction of jets tagged using secondary vertexing information and jets tagged using the impact parameter of jet-associated tracks has been found to be 13 % and 87 % respectively. The novel algorithm has consequently increased the tagging efficiency, $\epsilon$, from 12 % to 60 %, the efficiency being defined as

$$\epsilon = \frac{T \cap R}{T},$$

where $T$ is the number of charm events at hadron level, and $R$ is the number of reconstructed charm events. At the same time, the purity, defined as

$$p = \frac{T \cap R}{R},$$

was found to be 91 % for the combined vertexing and tracking analysis, which is comparable with the value of 95 % found for the secondary vertexing analysis alone.

**Control Plots**

In order to validate the MC samples, predictions from the simulations need to be compared to the data. In this section results from the Rapgap and Ariadne MC
simulations are compared with the data for the most important variables that characterise an event. Figure 5.10 shows control plots after the MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors obtained from the combined tracking and vertexing analysis. In general the agreement between data and MC is reasonable for all event variables.
Figure 5.10: The event variables (a) $Z_{\text{PRM}}$, (b) $E - p_z$, (c) $E'_e$, (d) $\phi_e$, (e) $\log_{10} Q^2_{DA}$, (f) $\log_{10} x$, (g) $y_e$, (h) $y_{JB}$ are shown. The data sample (dots) is compared to the Monte Carlo samples which were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors from the combined vertexing and tracking analysis.
Chapter 6

Measurement of Differential Cross Sections

In this chapter the differential cross sections derived from the combination of secondary vertexing and tracking information will be presented. Initially, details of the QCD calculations used to compare to the data are described. This is followed by a discussion of the systematic uncertainties on the measurement. Finally, single and double differential charm jet cross sections are presented. In order to illustrate the consistency and improvement of the combination the measurement will be compared to cross sections extracted using secondary vertexing information only.

6.1 NLO QCD Predictions

The theoretical predictions were generated with the HVQDIS [139] program, which provides next-to-leading order QCD calculations for heavy quark production in DIS in the FFNS (see chapter 2.1). The program simulates the hard interaction and provides information about the final state particles at the parton level, i.e. the 4-momenta of the two quarks and, when radiated, a gluon. In order to compare the theoretical predictions with the measurement, the corresponding cross sections need to be defined in a consistent way. The $k_T$ clustering algorithm [105] needs to be run in the same mode as for the cross section measurement of the final state particles. Then the obtained parton level cross sections, $\sigma_{\text{part}}$, need to be translated to the hadron level. This is achieved by multiplying the parton level cross sections, $\sigma_{\text{part}}$, with the correction factor $C_{\text{had}}$ which is obtained from the Rapgap simulation [118] in the following way:

$$C_{\text{had}} = \frac{\sigma_{\text{had, MC}}}{\sigma_{\text{part, MC}}} \quad (6.1)$$
Here $\sigma_{\text{had, MC}}$ is the cross section obtained by running the $k_T$ clustering algorithm [105] on the hadron level jets and $\sigma_{\text{part, MC}}$ is the cross section obtained by running the same algorithm on parton level jets, i.e. before the hadronisation. The HVQDIS program generates NLO QCD predictions on Born level without consideration of real photon emissions from the incoming or outgoing lepton. This means that correction factors, $C_{\text{rad}}$, need to be applied to account for radiative corrections. These are obtained from the MC simulation using the following relation:

$$C_{\text{rad}} = \frac{\sigma_{\text{rad, MC}}}{\sigma_{\text{no rad, MC}}}, \quad (6.2)$$

where the cross section, $\sigma_{\text{rad, MC}}$, is calculated at the hadron level from a Rapgap MC sample that includes full QED corrections and, $\sigma_{\text{no rad, MC}}$, is the cross section calculated at the hadron level from a dedicated Rapgap MC sample in which radiative corrections have been switched off.

The differential charm jet cross sections generated with the HVQDIS simulation were calculated in the same phase space and with the same binning as the measured cross sections. The correction factors were subsequently determined for each differential bin and by applying the theoretical cross sections, $\sigma_{\text{theo}}$, gave predictions that were directly comparable with the experiment:

$$\sigma_{\text{theo}} = C_{\text{had}} \times C_{\text{rad}} \times \sigma_{\text{part}}, \quad (6.3)$$

The parton densities were taken from the ABKM NLO PDF set [66] in the FFNS, with the number of flavours $n_f = 3$. The pole mass of the charm quark was set to $m_c = 1.5 \text{ GeV}$, while the value of the strong coupling constant, $\alpha_{s,n_f=3} = 0.1135 \pm 0.0014$, was provided by LHAPDF [140, 141] in order to ensure that the same function as in the PDF fit was used. The renormalisation and factorisation scales [134, 135] were set to $\mu_R = \mu_F = \sqrt{Q^2 + 4m_c^2}$.

The uncertainties on the theoretical predictions were evaluated by varying the renormalisation and factorisation scales independently by a factor of $\frac{1}{2}$ and 2. The charm mass was varied between $m_c = 1.3 \text{ GeV}$ and $m_c = 1.7 \text{ GeV}$ and the experimental uncertainties of the data used in the PDF fit were translated to the cross sections. For the variations of the quark mass and the factorisation scale the related PDF set was used, i.e. the PDF set obtained with the value of the respective parameter in the QCD fit. For each variation the deviation from the central value was calculated and the resulting relative errors were added in quadrature for positive and negative variations in order to obtain the total uncertainty for the theoretical predictions. The analysis showed that the uncertainties from the variation of the renormalisation scale, the factorisation scale and the charm mass were of the same order of magnitude.
6.2 Extraction of Cross Sections

The combination of secondary vertexing and tracking information was optimised to detect charm quarks in DIS. The technique of signal extraction returns scaling factors for the charm, beauty and light flavoured MC templates as explained in section 5.1. The total charm jet production cross section, \( \sigma \), is defined as the number of events, \( N \), containing a charm quark and a jet divided by the integrated luminosity, \( L \), of the data sample:

\[
\sigma = \frac{N}{L}. \tag{6.4}
\]

Hence, the inclusive charm jet production cross section can be written as:

\[
\sigma = \frac{N_{\text{rec}, \text{data}}}{A \cdot L_{\text{data}}}, \tag{6.5}
\]

where \( N_{\text{rec}, \text{data}} \) denotes the number of reconstructed charm quark jets in the data sample and \( A \) denotes the acceptance of the detector. On the other hand, the number of charm quark jets in the data sample can be derived using the relation:

\[
N_{\text{rec}, \text{data}} = k_c \cdot N_{\text{rec}, \text{MC}}, \tag{6.6}
\]

where \( k_c \) denotes the scaling factor from the fit of the MC template to the data sample, and \( N_{\text{rec}, \text{MC}} \) denotes the number of charm quark jets reconstructed with the Rapgap MC simulation.

The detector acceptance, \( A \), for charm quark jets is obtained as the ratio of the reconstructed charm quark jets, \( N_{\text{rec}, \text{MC}} \), in the Monte Carlo and the number of jets, \( N_{\text{true}, \text{HL}} \), on hadron level:

\[
A = \frac{N_{\text{rec}, \text{MC}}}{N_{\text{true}, \text{HL}}}. \tag{6.7}
\]

The combination of equations 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 gives:

\[
\sigma = k_c \cdot \frac{N_{\text{true}, \text{HL}}}{L_{\text{data}}}. \tag{6.8}
\]

As a consequence the differential cross section as a function of the physical observable \( Y \) in a given bin \( i \) can be written as:

\[
\left( \frac{d\sigma}{dY} \right)_i = k_{c,i} \cdot \frac{N_{i_{\text{true}, \text{HL}}}}{L_{\text{data}} \cdot \Delta Y_i}, \tag{6.9}
\]

where \( \Delta Y_i \) represents the width of the given bin \( i \), and \( k_{c,i} \) is the charm scaling factor from the combined fit of the mirrored and subtracted secondary vertexing and impact parameter significance of the MC template to the data sample in the
given bin \( i \).
The differential cross sections in the present analysis have been measured in the following kinematic region:

\[
\begin{align*}
E_T^{\text{jet}} & > 2.5 \text{ GeV}, \\
-1.6 < \eta^{\text{jet}} & < 2.2, \\
0.02 < y & < 0.7, \\
5 < Q^2 & < 1000 \text{GeV}^2,
\end{align*}
\]

In contrast to previous ZEUS measurements [134, 135] of charm production in deep inelastic scattering the lower \( E_T^{\text{jet}} \) cut means that the measurement presented in this thesis is sensitive to the mass threshold region (\( m_c^2 \approx 2.25 \text{GeV}^2 \)). The cut \( \eta^{\text{jet}} < 2.2 \) was imposed, in order to be in a region of well-understood MVD hit efficiency.

### 6.3 Systematic Uncertainties

In order to evaluate the systematic uncertainties the signal extraction procedure was changed and the cross sections were subsequently recalculated. The following systematic uncertainties were evaluated, and the impact on the total cross sections are given in parentheses:

- **DIS and event selection** (\( ^{+1\%}_{-2\%} \)) [134, 135]. In order to evaluate the systematic uncertainty originating from the DIS and event selection, the following variations were applied to the data and the Monte Carlo sample:
  
  - the cut on \( y_{JB} \) was varied by \( \pm 0.01 \),
  - the cut on \( E'_e \) was varied by \( \pm 1 \) GeV,
  - the cut on \( E - p_z \) was varied by \( \pm 2 \) GeV.

- **Tracking inefficiency** (\( < 1\% \)). To estimate the uncertainty originating from the tracking inefficiency tracks were removed randomly from the Monte Carlo samples with a probability of \( 2\% \) according to [142]. The following algorithm [134] was applied to evaluate the systematics:
  
  - in case the removed track was associated to a secondary vertex fitted with two tracks, the vertex was dropped in the signal extraction procedure.
  - in case the removed track was associated to a secondary vertex fitted with more than two tracks, the secondary vertex significance was reduced by a factor \( \sqrt{(N-1)/N} \) and the secondary vertex multiplicity was reduced by a factor \( (N-1)/N \).
• Smearing (±2%). In order to evaluate the uncertainty originating from the smearing of the decay length and the impact parameter, the cross sections were calculated before and after the smearing was applied.

• $Q^2$ reweighting (±2%). To estimate the impact of the $Q^2$ reweighting in the Rapgap MC, the reweighting was varied by ±50%.

• Electromagnetic energy scale (<1%). In order to evaluate the effect of the uncertainty from the EM scale [143] the energy of the scattered electron was raised and lowered by 1%.

• Calorimeter energy scale (−3% +2%). To evaluate the uncertainty originating from the calorimeter energy scale [144], the transverse energy, $E_{T}^{\text{jet}}$, of the jets was varied by 3% in the MC samples. The value was adopted from the secondary vertexing analysis with a cut of $E_{T}^{\text{jet}} > 4.2$ GeV, given that the contribution of jets at lowest transverse energy, $E_{T}^{\text{jet}} < 4.2$ GeV, is small for the present analysis.

• FLT efficiency (+1%) [134, 135]. The efficiency of the track condition was underestimated by the Monte Carlo by 5%. Consequently, all events in the MC were reweighted with the weight 0.95 as long as they were not accepted by the slot FLT30 which did not make use of the track condition.

• Signal extraction (−2% +3%). To evaluate the systematic uncertainty originating from the signal extraction the interval used in the fit was varied separately by ±1 in the mirrored and subtracted decay length significance, $S_{vtx}^{+} - S_{vtx}^{-}$ of the secondary vertexing analysis and by ±1 in the mirrored and subtracted impact parameter significance, $S_{trk}^{+} - S_{trk}^{-}$ of the tracking analysis. The resulting uncertainties were added in quadrature to obtain the final uncertainty on the signal extraction of the combined secondary vertexing and tracking analysis.

• Light flavour asymmetry (±2%). To estimate the impact of uncertainties in the simulation originating from secondary interactions in the detector material the asymmetry of the light flavour samples was varied by ±30% according to [60].

• Charm fragmentation function (+1%) [135]. The Peterson fragmentation function with parameter $\epsilon = 0.062$ was used to evaluate the sensitivity of the results to the longitudinal momentum transfer. The fraction of longitudinal momentum transferred from the charm quark to the charmed hadrons is represented by the variable $z_{\text{had}} = (E + p_{||})_{\text{had}} / E_{\text{string}}$, where $E_{\text{had}}$ is the energy of the charmed hadron, $p_{||}$ the longitudinal momentum projected onto the struck quark and $E_{\text{string}}$ is the energy of the string. The variable $z_{\text{had}}$ was reweighted with a continuous function up to a factor ± 2.5, and the
results were subsequently compared to the measurement using the Bowler fragmentation function.

- Charm fragmentation fractions \(\left(\pm 3.3\%\right)\). Given that the charm fragmentation fractions were not up to date in the MC simulation, a reweighting procedure was developed to use the world average values \([135]\). The systematic uncertainty was evaluated by varying the fragmentation fractions within their uncertainties, and subsequently repeating the reweighting and the fits.

- Branching ratios \(\left(\pm 1.0\%\right)\). As the branching ratios for charm were not up to date in the MC simulation, a reweighting procedure was developed to use the world average values \([135]\). The systematic uncertainty was evaluated by varying the branching ratios within their uncertainties, and subsequently repeating the reweighting and the fits.

- Luminosity (2%). The uncertainty on the luminosity measurement at ZEUS was determined to be 2%. The uncertainty was not included in the measurements of the differential cross sections.

The individual contributions from the systematic uncertainties were calculated separately for each differential bin of the measurement and added in quadrature for positive and negative variations. The results of the evaluation of the systematics are summarised as relative uncertainties in Appendix C. In this context the same assumptions were made for each bin of the measured differential cross section.

### 6.4 Results

In this section differential cross sections of jet production in charm events measured using the combination of tracking and vertexing information in DIS events at HERA are presented. The measured cross sections are compared with NLO QCD predictions in the FFNS, generated with the HVQDIS program and corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects. Finally, a comparison with the measurement based on secondary vertex tagging will be presented to illustrate the agreement and improvement between the different techniques of signal extraction. The tables of single and double differential jet cross sections in charm events as function of the transverse jet energy, \(E_{T}^{\text{jet}}\), the pseudorapidity, \(\eta^{\text{jet}}\), the photon virtuality, \(Q^2\), and the Bjorken variable, \(x\), are given in Appendix A. In figures 6.1 and 6.2 single differential jet cross sections as a function of the transverse jet energy, \(E_{T}^{\text{jet}}\), and the pseudorapidity, \(\eta^{\text{jet}}\), of the selected jets and a comparison with next-to-leading order QCD predictions are shown. The differential cross section
in $E_T^{\text{jet}}$ falls off by three orders of magnitude, and is well-described by theoretical predictions, which implies a reasonable understanding of the underlying parton dynamics. The single differential cross section in $\eta^{\text{jet}}$ agrees reasonably well with next-to-leading order QCD prediction.

In figures 6.3 and 6.4 single differential charm jet cross sections as a function of the photon virtuality, $Q^2$, and the Bjorken scaling variable, $x$, in DIS events at HERA are shown. The differential cross section in $Q^2$ falls off by three orders of magnitude and is well-described by the theoretical predictions. This allows to measure $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$ in this regime with higher precision than in previous analyses, due to the extension of the kinematic region towards lower values of the transverse jet energy, $E_T^{\text{jet}}$ and gives confidence for the extraction of $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$.

In figure 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 differential charm jet cross sections as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable, $x$, are shown for various values of the photon virtuality, $Q^2$. The double differential cross sections in $Q^2$ and $x$ will be used to extract the charm contribution, $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$, to the structure functions of the proton. As the extrapolation from the visible cross sections to the full kinematic phase space is performed using theoretical models, the extraction procedure requires a reasonable agreement between the measured cross sections and theoretical predictions. Generally, the NLO QCD predictions agree reasonably well with the differential cross sections, allowing extraction of $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$ with reduced extrapolation uncertainties.

In general NLO QCD predictions in the fixed-flavour number scheme are affected by multiple scale problems in the kinematic regions of high photon virtuality, $Q^2$, and transverse quark momentum, $p_T$, due to logarithmic terms that need to be resummed. However, no significant deviations between data and theoretical predictions were observed for the present measurement even at high $Q^2$ and high $E_T^{\text{jet}}$. This observation confirms inclusive measurements performed with the ZEUS [134, 135] and H1 detectors [58–60, 138] as well as combined results from both collaborations [62].
Figure 6.1: Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the transverse jet energy $E_T^{\text{jet}}$ in DIS events at HERA. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.
Figure 6.2: Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the pseudorapidity $\eta_{jet}$ of the jets in DIS events at HERA. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.
Figure 6.3: Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the photon virtuality $Q^2$ in DIS events at HERA. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.
Figure 6.4: Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable $x$ in DIS events at HERA. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.
Figure 6.5: Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable $x$ for the photon virtuality $5 < Q^2 < 20 \text{ GeV}^2$ and $20 < Q^2 < 60 \text{ GeV}^2$. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.
Figure 6.6: Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable $x$ for the photon virtuality $60 < Q^2 < 120 \text{ GeV}^2$ and $120 < Q^2 < 400 \text{ GeV}^2$. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.
Figure 6.7: Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable $x$ for the photon virtuality $400 < Q^2 < 1000 \text{ GeV}^2$. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.
6.5 Comparison of Techniques

In this section the differential charm jet cross sections as a function of the photon virtuality, $Q^2$, and Bjorken scaling variable, $x$, measured with the combined secondary vertexing and tracking technique are compared to cross sections extracted with the secondary vertexing method within the same analysis framework. The comparison is crucial to prove the consistency of the combined vertexing and tracking technique, demonstrate the improvement from the combination, and gain confidence in the method of signal extraction that will be used to extract the charm contribution, $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$, to the structure function of the proton.

In figure 6.8 a comparison between the single differential charm jet cross sections as a function of $Q^2$ and $x$ extracted with the combined technique and the corresponding cross sections extracted with the secondary vertexing technique is shown. The differential cross sections in $Q^2$ and $x$ fall by three orders of magnitude and show a good agreement for the different techniques of signal extraction.

In figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11 a comparison between the differential cross sections in $x$, extracted with the combined and the secondary vertexing technique, is shown for various values of the photon virtuality, $Q^2$. One observes a good agreement between the measurements, within the statistical uncertainties in the whole kinematic region.

Figure 6.12 shows a comparison between the relative statistical uncertainty of the differential cross sections in $x$ for various values of $Q^2$ for the secondary vertexing technique and the corresponding uncertainty for the combined vertexing and tracking technique. The comparison illustrates an improvement of the relative statistical uncertainty of about 40 %, which is particularly large in the low and middle $Q^2$ range. A further comparison of the systematic uncertainties shows that the combination of tracking and vertexing information leads to a reduction of the systematics due to an improved tracking efficiency. In comparison with the secondary vertexing analysis the combination has reduced the uncertainty from the tracking inefficiency from 3% to below 1% (see section 6.3), while the other systematic uncertainties have stayed the same.

It can be concluded that the combined secondary vertexing and tracking technique is consistent with the secondary vertexing technique in the whole kinematic region of $Q^2$ and $x$. The combination of secondary vertexing and tracking information results in an improved statistical precision with reduced systematic uncertainties due to the improved tracking efficiency. In the next chapter it will be explained how the double differential cross sections shown in figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 are used to extract $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$ with higher precision than in previous measurements.
Figure 6.8: Differential charm jet cross sections as function of the photon virtuality, $Q^2$, Bjorken scaling variable, $x$, in DIS. A comparison between the combination of impact parameter and secondary vertexing tagging and the secondary vertexing technique is shown within the same analysis framework to illustrate the agreement between results based on different techniques of signal extraction. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the respective measurement.
Figure 6.9: Differential charm jet cross sections as function of the Bjorken scaling variable $x$ for the photon virtuality $5 < Q^2 < 20 \text{ GeV}^2$ and $20 < Q^2 < 60 \text{ GeV}^2$ in DIS. A comparison between the combination of impact parameter and secondary vertexing tagging and the secondary vertexing technique is shown within the same analysis framework to illustrate the agreement between results based on different techniques of signal extraction. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the respective measurement.
Figure 6.10: Differential charm jet cross sections as function of the Bjorken scaling variable \( x \) for the photon virtuality \( 60 < Q^2 < 120 \text{ GeV}^2 \) and \( 120 < Q^2 < 400 \text{ GeV}^2 \) in DIS. A comparison between the combination of impact parameter and secondary vertexing tagging and the secondary vertexing technique is shown within the same analysis framework to illustrate the agreement between results based on different techniques of signal extraction. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the respective measurement.
Figure 6.11: Differential charm jet cross sections as function of the Bjorken scaling variable $x$ for the photon virtuality $400 < Q^2 < 1000$ GeV$^2$ in DIS. A comparison between the combination of impact parameter and secondary vertexing tagging and the secondary vertexing technique is shown within the same analysis framework to illustrate the agreement between results based on different techniques of signal extraction. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the respective measurement.
Figure 6.12: Comparison of relative statistical uncertainties of differential cross sections in $x$ for various values of $Q^2$ for the combined technique and the secondary vertexing technique.
In order to compare different measurements one needs to extrapolate to a common phase space. As theoretical calculations are typically performed for inclusive quantities (e.g. [28, 29, 34]), the extrapolation is performed to the full phase space. In this chapter the extrapolation of the double-differential cross sections to the full phase space and the extraction of the charm contribution, $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$, to the structure function of the proton will be performed. The values of $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$ measured with the combined tracking and vertexing algorithm will subsequently be compared to previous measurements based on the secondary vertexing technique and to NLO QCD predictions using the parton density function set HERAPDF 1.0.

### 7.1 Extraction of $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$

As particle detectors have a limited acceptance the measured double-differential cross sections in $Q^2$ and $x$ will be constrained to a restricted phase space in pseudorapidity $\eta^{\text{jet}}$ and transverse jet energy $E_T^{\text{jet}}$. In order to compare different measurements and extract the charm contribution, $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$, to the structure function of the proton an extrapolation to the full kinematic phase space is performed. The extrapolation is based on NLO QCD predictions in the FFNS obtained from the HVQDIS [139] program:

$$F_{2,\text{exp}}^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2) = \frac{d^2\sigma_{\text{exp}}^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2)}{dx_i dQ_j^2} / \frac{d^2\sigma_{\text{theo}}^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2)}{dx_i dQ_j^2} \cdot F_{2,\text{theo}}^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2),$$

(7.1)

where the values $x_i$ and $Q_j^2$ define a bin in the $x - Q^2$ plane. $F_{2,\text{exp}}^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2)$ represents the experimental value of the charm contribution to the structure function of the proton, and $F_{2,\text{theo}}^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2)$ is the theoretical value from NLO QCD.
calculations in this bin. Here \( d^2\sigma_{\text{exp}}^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2)/dx_idQ_j^2 \) is the differential cross section measured with the combined secondary vertexing and tracking method and \( d^2\sigma_{\text{theo}}^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2)/dx_idQ_j^2 \) the predicted double-differential cross section from the HVQDIS program.

For the calculation of the theoretical quantities required to extract \( F_2^{c\bar{c}} \), the same HVQDIS settings were used as for the computation of the theoretical predictions, which were compared with the measured differential cross sections in chapter 6. The values of \( F_2^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2) \) were extracted from the inclusive charm quark production cross section in the vicinity of each point in the \( x - Q^2 \) plane:

\[
\frac{d^2\sigma^{c\bar{c}}}{dx_dQ^2} = \frac{2\pi\alpha_s^2}{Q^2 x} \left[ (1 + (1 - y)^2) F_2^{c\bar{c},\text{theo}}(x_i, Q_j^2) - y^2 F_L^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2) \right], \tag{7.2}
\]

where \( F_L^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2) \) is the contribution from the longitudinal structure function, which needs to be subtracted. The running of the strong coupling constant, \( \alpha_s \), was taken into account for the extraction of \( F_2^{c\bar{c},\text{theo}}(x_i, Q_j^2) \).

For the calculation of the theoretical uncertainties three different parameters were varied separately. First of all, the PDF uncertainties were propagated from the experimental uncertainties of the fitted data. Subsequently, the charm quark mass was varied by \( \pm 0.2 \) GeV, and finally the renormalisation and factorisation scales were varied by a factor of two. The uncertainty on the extrapolation was calculated by simultaneously varying the settings of the HVQDIS program for the calculation of \( d^2\sigma_{\text{theo}}^{c\bar{c}}(x_i, Q_j^2)/dx_idQ_j^2 \) and \( F_2^{c\bar{c},\text{theo}}(x_i, Q_j^2) \), and adding the respective uncertainties in quadrature.

As the extrapolation is based on theoretical assumptions a reasonable agreement between the double-differential cross sections in \( Q^2 \) and \( x \) and next-to-leading order QCD predictions is important to assure that one can proceed with the extraction procedure. From figures 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 one can conclude that the next-to-leading order QCD predictions are in reasonable agreement with the measured double-differential cross sections. On the other hand, it is crucial to maximise the phase space in order be less reliant on theoretical assumptions and consequently reduce extrapolation uncertainties. This is the reason why the cut on the transverse jet energy, \( E_\text{jet}^{T} \), has been relaxed to 2.5 GeV in the present analysis. Relaxing the cut on the transverse energy will significantly reduce extrapolation uncertainties in the low \( Q^2 \) and low \( x \) region compared to previous analyses [134, 135] with the ZEUS detector.

### 7.2 Results for \( F_2^{c\bar{c}} \)

The estimated values for the charm contribution, \( F_2^{c\bar{c}} \), to the proton structure function extracted with the combined vertexing and tracking technique are given in Appendix B. Figure 7.1 shows the results for \( F_2^{c\bar{c}} \) as a function of the Bjorken
scaling variable, \( x \), for different values of photon virtuality, \( Q^2 \). The values extracted with the combined secondary vertexing and tracking technique are compared to a previous measurement based on the secondary vertexing technique [134]. Both measurements are compared to next-to-leading order QCD predictions in the fixed flavour number scheme using HERAPDF 1.0 [65] as parton density for the proton. It can be seen that the measurements based on different techniques of signal extraction are generally in reasonable agreement. The inner error bars, which represent the statistical uncertainties, are smaller for the combined tracking and vertexing technique.

Regardless of the technique of signal extraction the improved agreement with NLO QCD predictions also has to be attributed to the extended phase space, which results in reduced extrapolation uncertainties. The extrapolation factors, which represent a measure of the inclusiveness of the measurement, are typically between 1 and 2 for the present measurement, based on the combined vertexing and tracking technique. The same extrapolation factors used to be about 2 in the middle \( Q^2 \) regime and about 4 in the low \( Q^2 \) regime for the previously performed secondary vertexing measurement. This means that the extension of the phase space has significantly reduced the extrapolation uncertainties [134, 135] and consequently the dependence on theoretical predictions.

At low \( Q^2 < 25 \text{GeV}^2 \) the description of the data is worse than at higher \( Q^2 \) values. This may indicate a somewhat larger gluon density and these data will improve the extraction of the proton PDFs. In the future PDF sets will be extracted using a combination of inclusive DIS and charm measurements [62] based on combined HERA I and HERA II data. This would include the most precise measurements of the H1 and ZEUS collaborations, reduce the uncertainty on the quark and gluon density and subsequently improve the comparison with the present measurement.
Figure 7.1: The charm contribution, $F_{cc}^2$, to the structure function of the proton as a function of $x$ for different values of $Q^2$, extracted on the basis of the combined secondary vertexing and tracking technique. The results of the combined method are compared to the values of a previous measurement (preliminary) based on the secondary vertexing technique. In the secondary vertexing measurement the cuts $-1.6 < \eta^{\text{jet}} < 2.2$, $E_T^{\text{jet}} > 4.2$ GeV were applied for the jet selection. Both measurements are compared to NLO QCD predictions (black) in the FFNS, estimated using the parton density function HERAPDF 1.0 for the proton. The blue band represents the theoretical uncertainties originating from the variation of the charm mass, the factorisation and renormalisation scale.
Chapter 8

Conclusions and Outlook

8.1 Conclusions

A novel algorithm has been developed to detect charm quarks in deep inelastic scattering events at HERA. The combined algorithm exploits secondary vertexing and tracking information to perform the most inclusive measurement of charm production in DIS events with the ZEUS detector. In events containing a well-reconstructed secondary vertex the decay length significance and secondary vertex mass are used to extract the heavy quark content of the data sample. In events without a well-reconstructed secondary vertex the impact parameter of jet-associated tracks is used for the signal extraction. Finally, in events containing a jet associated to a vertex that did not pass the secondary vertex selection, the signed impact parameter of jet-associated tracks is used additionally for the extraction of the heavy quark content of the data sample.

Single and double differential cross sections of charm production in deep inelastic scattering events have been measured employing the novel algorithm in the kinematic range $E_{T}^{\text{jet}} > 2.5 \text{ GeV}$, $-1.6 < \eta^{\text{jet}} < 2.2$, $0.02 < y < 0.7$ and $5 < Q^2 < 1000 \text{ GeV}^2$. In comparison with previous analyses performed with the ZEUS detector the cut on the transverse jet energy, $E_{T}^{\text{jet}}$, has been relaxed in order to obtain sensitivity to the charm mass threshold. The measurement has been found to be in agreement with results of the secondary vertexing analysis within the same analysis framework and with next-to-leading order QCD prediction in the fixed-flavour number scheme generated with the HVQDIS program. In comparison with the secondary vertexing analysis the combination of tracking and vertexing information has reduced the relative statistical error by about 40\%, the most dramatic improvement being in the low $Q^2$ and low $x$ region. The systematic uncertainties have been found to be comparable with the secondary vertexing analysis. However, the combination of tracking and vertexing information has improved the control and stability of the measurement, and reduced the uncertainty originating from the tracking inefficiency.
Finally, the charm contribution to the structure function of the proton has been extracted. The estimated values of $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$ have been found to be in agreement with next-to-leading order QCD predictions in the fixed-flavour number scheme using HERAPDF 1.0 as the parton density function. In comparison with previously performed secondary vertexing analyses the combined algorithm has improved the agreement with theoretical predictions and reduced the extrapolation uncertainties due to the relaxed cut on the transverse jet energy, $E_T^{\text{jet}}$, which makes the estimated values less dependent on theoretical predictions.

8.2 Outlook

The combined vertexing and tracking algorithm, which has been presented in this thesis, allows for the most inclusive and most precise measurements of charm production cross sections in DIS events at HERA to be made with the ZEUS detector. The algorithm exploits information that has not been considered previously in inclusive measurements based on the decay length significance and secondary vertex mass. A possible extension would not require a well-reconstructed secondary vertex or jet reconstructed with the $k_T$ clustering algorithm, but simply require a reference axis to define a sign for the impact parameter of tracks. A possible choice for the reference axis would be the direction of the scattered electron that is reconstructed in DIS events. This requirement would allow for the exploitation of additional tracks in the previously analysed events, which are not associated to jets reconstructed with the $k_T$ clustering algorithm, and for the inclusion of additional events not containing a well-reconstructed jet. Furthermore, one could consider the inclusion of additional variables with the potential to improve the separation between charm and beauty quarks, and feed these variables into a neural network to enhance the sensitivity of the present analysis.
Appendix A

Single and Double Differential Charm-Jet Cross Sections

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( Q^2 ) (GeV(^2))</th>
<th>( \frac{d\sigma}{dQ^2} ) (pb/GeV(^2))</th>
<th>( \Delta_{\text{stat}} ) (pb/GeV(^2))</th>
<th>( \Delta_{\text{sys}} ) (pb/GeV(^2))</th>
<th>( C_{\text{had}} )</th>
<th>( C_{\text{rad}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 : 10</td>
<td>3034</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>+164/-139</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 : 20</td>
<td>1026</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>+59/-50</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 : 40</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>+16.65/-15.45</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 : 70</td>
<td>87.43</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>+4.83/-4.40</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 : 120</td>
<td>28.46</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>+1.92/-1.72</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 : 200</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>+0.56/-0.49</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 : 400</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>+0.14/-0.12</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 : 1000</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>+0.04/-0.04</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( x )</th>
<th>( \frac{d\sigma}{dx} ) (pb)</th>
<th>( \Delta_{\text{stat}} ) (pb)</th>
<th>( \Delta_{\text{sys}} ) (pb)</th>
<th>( C_{\text{had}} )</th>
<th>( C_{\text{rad}} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00008 : 0.0002</td>
<td>29325000</td>
<td>1825000</td>
<td>+2050000/-1750000</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0002 : 0.0006</td>
<td>31897500</td>
<td>737500</td>
<td>+1720000/-1370000</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0006 : 0.0016</td>
<td>10852000</td>
<td>217000</td>
<td>+581000/-532000</td>
<td>1.20</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0016 : 0.005</td>
<td>1952647</td>
<td>41176</td>
<td>+119118/-109706</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005 : 0.1</td>
<td>332400</td>
<td>12200</td>
<td>+26400/-24200</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01 : 0.1</td>
<td>9967</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>+978/-900</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.1: Table of differential jet cross sections in charm events as a function of the photon virtuality \( Q^2 \), and Bjorken scaling variable \( x \). The values refer to the measurement performed in the kinematic range \( 5 < Q^2 < 1000 \) GeV\(^2\), \( 0.02 < y < 0.7 \), \( E_{\text{jet}}^\ell > 2.5 \) GeV and \(-1.6 < \eta_{\text{jet}} < 2.2 \) using a combination of secondary vertexing and tracking information.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_T^{\text{jet}}$ (GeV)</th>
<th>$d\sigma/dE_T^{\text{jet}}$ (pb/GeV)</th>
<th>$\Delta_{\text{stat}}$ (pb/GeV)</th>
<th>$\Delta_{\text{sys}}$ (pb/GeV)</th>
<th>$C_{\text{had}}$</th>
<th>$C_{\text{rad}}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5 : 8</td>
<td>5083</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>+286/−258</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 : 11</td>
<td>723</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>+67/−61</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 : 14</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>+23.00/−25.67</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 : 17</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>+11.67/−10.67</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 : 20</td>
<td>40.67</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>+6.33/−6.67</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 : 25</td>
<td>15.80</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>+3.80/−3.20</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 : 35</td>
<td>3.50</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>+1.30/−1.40</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta^{\text{jet}}$</td>
<td>$d\sigma/d\eta^{\text{jet}}$ (pb)</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{stat}}$ (pb)</td>
<td>$\Delta_{\text{sys}}$ (pb)</td>
<td>$C_{\text{had}}$</td>
<td>$C_{\text{rad}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1.6 : −1.1</td>
<td>3844</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>+438/−410</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−1.1 : −0.8</td>
<td>7323</td>
<td>327</td>
<td>+507/−477</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.8 : −0.5</td>
<td>8620</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>+497/−460</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.5 : −0.2</td>
<td>9677</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>+530/−497</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>−0.2 : 0.1</td>
<td>10293</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>+783/−763</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 : 0.4</td>
<td>11007</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>+830/−803</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.4 : 0.7</td>
<td>11363</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>+750/−727</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.7 : 1.0</td>
<td>11930</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>+683/−653</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 : 1.3</td>
<td>11590</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>+790/−760</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.3 : 1.6</td>
<td>10040</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>+703/−637</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.6 : 2.2</td>
<td>8563</td>
<td>677</td>
<td>+1378/−1375</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2: Table of differential jet cross sections in charm events as a function of the pseudorapidity $\eta^{\text{jet}}$, and transverse jet energy $E_T^{\text{jet}}$. The values refer to the measurement performed in the kinematic range $5 < Q^2 < 1000$ GeV², $0.02 < y < 0.7$, $E_T^{\text{jet}} > 2.5$ GeV and $−1.6 < \eta^{\text{jet}} < 2.2$ using a combination of secondary vertexing and tracking information.
Table A.3: Table of differential jet cross sections in charm events as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable \( x \) for different values of photon virtuality \( Q^2 \). The values refer to the measurement performed in the kinematic range \( 5 < Q^2 < 1000 \text{ GeV}^2 \), \( 0.02 < y < 0.7 \), \( E_{\text{jet}}^T > 2.5 \text{ GeV} \) and \( -1.6 < \eta_{\text{jet}} < 2.2 \) using a combination of secondary vertexing and tracking information.
# Appendix B

## The Charm Contribution to the Proton Structure Function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$F_{2}^{cc}$</th>
<th>$\Delta_{\text{stat}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta_{\text{sys}}$</th>
<th>$\Delta_{\text{extr}}$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{F}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.00015</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>+0.016/-0.013</td>
<td>+0.028/-0.018</td>
<td>1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.00028</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>+0.016/-0.013</td>
<td>+0.018/-0.013</td>
<td>2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.00043</td>
<td>0.321</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>+0.021/-0.018</td>
<td>+0.019/-0.014</td>
<td>1.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.00065</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>+0.013/-0.011</td>
<td>+0.007/-0.008</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.00043</td>
<td>0.534</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>+0.044/-0.036</td>
<td>+0.043/-0.023</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.388</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>+0.021/-0.019</td>
<td>+0.016/-0.013</td>
<td>1.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>+0.016/-0.015</td>
<td>+0.011/-0.007</td>
<td>1.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>+0.016/-0.015</td>
<td>+0.005/-0.005</td>
<td>1.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>+0.012/-0.012</td>
<td>+0.002/-0.007</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.0016</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>+0.062/-0.063</td>
<td>+0.019/-0.010</td>
<td>2.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.323</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>+0.025/-0.024</td>
<td>+0.005/-0.006</td>
<td>1.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.227</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>+0.018/-0.017</td>
<td>+0.006/-0.003</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>+0.012/-0.011</td>
<td>+0.003/-0.003</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
<td>0.351</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>+0.024/-0.018</td>
<td>+0.007/-0.005</td>
<td>1.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>+0.013/-0.012</td>
<td>+0.005/-0.004</td>
<td>1.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>+0.013/-0.013</td>
<td>+0.002/-0.001</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.192</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>+0.027/-0.025</td>
<td>+0.003/-0.004</td>
<td>1.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>+0.019/-0.019</td>
<td>+0.001/-0.001</td>
<td>1.20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table B.1: The charm contribution, $F_{2}^{cc}$ to the structure function of the proton for given values of $Q^2$ and $x$. The values were extracted from double differential cross sections measured using the combined secondary vertexing and tracking technique. The extrapolation factor, $\mathcal{F}$, is quoted for each $Q^2 - x$ bin. The statistical, $\Delta_{\text{stat}}$, systematic, $\Delta_{\text{sys}}$, and extrapolation, $\Delta_{\text{extr}}$, uncertainty of $F_{2}^{cc}$ are quoted separately.
Appendix C

Systematic Uncertainties

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bin</th>
<th>BR</th>
<th>BF</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>DIS (E_e)</th>
<th>DIS (y_el)</th>
<th>DIS (E-p_k)</th>
<th>EM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0231</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
<td>0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0261</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.0098</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
<td>0.0171</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0299</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.0104</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.0038</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0308</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0204</td>
<td>0.0236</td>
<td>0.0088</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0123</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0323</td>
<td>0.0284</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>0.0065</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0278</td>
<td>0.0277</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0417</td>
<td>0.0414</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
<td>0.0491</td>
<td>0.0643</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0317</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bin</th>
<th>E_{T}^{jet}</th>
<th>Q^2</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>Sig Ex</th>
<th>Trk Eff</th>
<th>δ (imp)</th>
<th>δ (vtx)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0186</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>0.0146</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0119</td>
<td>0.0148</td>
<td>0.0147</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>0.0154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>0.0142</td>
<td>0.0210</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>0.0122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.0151</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0330</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
<td>0.0321</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
<td>0.0282</td>
<td>0.0178</td>
<td>0.0101</td>
<td>0.0047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
<td>0.0280</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
<td>0.0365</td>
<td>0.0319</td>
<td>0.0118</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.1: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of $Q^2$. The table quotes results of upward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E-p_k$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{T}^{jet}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta(imp)$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta(vtx)$).
### Table C.2: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of $Q^2$.

The table quotes results of downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E_{-p_z}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{\text{jet}}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta(\text{imp})$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta(\text{vtx})$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$d\sigma/dQ^2$</th>
<th>BR</th>
<th>BF</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>DIS ($E_e$)</th>
<th>DIS ($y_{el}$)</th>
<th>DIS ($E_{-p_z}$)</th>
<th>EM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0231</td>
<td>-0.0011</td>
<td>-0.0090</td>
<td>-0.0096</td>
<td>-0.0080</td>
<td>-0.0107</td>
<td>-0.0040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.0261</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0084</td>
<td>-0.0098</td>
<td>-0.0095</td>
<td>-0.0171</td>
<td>-0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.0299</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0104</td>
<td>-0.0006</td>
<td>-0.0038</td>
<td>-0.0077</td>
<td>-0.0010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.0308</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0097</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
<td>-0.0012</td>
<td>-0.0007</td>
<td>-0.0047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.0204</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0088</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
<td>-0.0123</td>
<td>-0.0062</td>
<td>-0.0032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.0323</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0069</td>
<td>-0.0027</td>
<td>-0.0065</td>
<td>-0.0011</td>
<td>-0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.0278</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0084</td>
<td>-0.0089</td>
<td>-0.0025</td>
<td>-0.0015</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.0417</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0109</td>
<td>-0.0491</td>
<td>-0.0643</td>
<td>-0.0032</td>
<td>-0.0317</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_{\text{jet}}^\text{ref}$</th>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>Sig Ex</th>
<th>Trk Eff</th>
<th>$\delta(\text{imp})$</th>
<th>$\delta(\text{vtx})$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0072</td>
<td>-0.0111</td>
<td>0.0186</td>
<td>-0.0099</td>
<td>-0.0146</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.0034</td>
<td>-0.0003</td>
<td>-0.0119</td>
<td>-0.0148</td>
<td>-0.0147</td>
<td>-0.0072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.0038</td>
<td>-0.0010</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>0.0142</td>
<td>0.0210</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.0029</td>
<td>-0.0009</td>
<td>0.0260</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>-0.0151</td>
<td>-0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-0.0021</td>
<td>-0.0002</td>
<td>0.0330</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
<td>-0.0321</td>
<td>-0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-0.0020</td>
<td>-0.0002</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
<td>-0.0282</td>
<td>-0.0178</td>
<td>-0.0101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>-0.0036</td>
<td>-0.0006</td>
<td>0.0167</td>
<td>0.0090</td>
<td>-0.0280</td>
<td>-0.0206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>-0.0011</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0556</td>
<td>-0.0365</td>
<td>-0.0319</td>
<td>-0.0118</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C.3: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_{e}$, $y_{el}$, $E_{pz}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{T}^{jet}$), the $Q^{2}$ reweighting ($Q^{2}$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta\text{(imp)}$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta\text{(vtx)}$).
Table C.4: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of $E_{T}^{\text{jet}}$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_{e}$, $y_{el}$, $E_{p_{z}}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{T}^{\text{jet}}$), the $Q^{2}$ reweighting ($Q^{2}$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta(\text{imp})$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta(\text{vtx})$).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bin</th>
<th>BR</th>
<th>BF</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>DIS (E_e)</th>
<th>DIS (y_el)</th>
<th>DIS (E_{-p_z})</th>
<th>EM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0414</td>
<td>0.0214</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
<td>0.0206</td>
<td>0.0077</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td>0.0283</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0238</td>
<td>0.0032</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0042</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0264</td>
<td>0.0039</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0069</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
<td>0.0027</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>0.0197</td>
<td>0.0046</td>
<td>0.0043</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0357</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>0.0168</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0277</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.0087</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.0080</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>0.0041</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>0.0092</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
<td>0.0139</td>
<td>0.0089</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0296</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.0218</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.0061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0355</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
<td>0.0852</td>
<td>0.0346</td>
<td>0.0064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bin</th>
<th>$E_T^{jet}$</th>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>Sig Ex</th>
<th>Trk Eff</th>
<th>$\delta$ (imp)</th>
<th>$\delta$ (vtx)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0349</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0145</td>
<td>0.0449</td>
<td>0.0541</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0026</td>
<td>0.0115</td>
<td>0.0204</td>
<td>0.0313</td>
<td>0.0240</td>
<td>0.0019</td>
<td>0.0193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0189</td>
<td>0.0183</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
<td>0.0261</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>0.0156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.0222</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0094</td>
<td>0.0252</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.0012</td>
<td>0.0235</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
<td>0.0391</td>
<td>0.0319</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.0144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0243</td>
<td>0.0241</td>
<td>0.0215</td>
<td>0.0321</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
<td>0.0126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0238</td>
<td>0.0253</td>
<td>0.0169</td>
<td>0.0295</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.0033</td>
<td>0.0185</td>
<td>0.0224</td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0246</td>
<td>0.0057</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.0022</td>
<td>0.0191</td>
<td>0.0303</td>
<td>0.0128</td>
<td>0.0209</td>
<td>0.0231</td>
<td>0.0130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0004</td>
<td>0.0159</td>
<td>0.0107</td>
<td>0.0157</td>
<td>0.0219</td>
<td>0.0187</td>
<td>0.0109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.0045</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>0.0228</td>
<td>0.0728</td>
<td>0.0053</td>
<td>0.0934</td>
<td>0.0309</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table C.5: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of $\eta^{jet}$. The table quotes results of upward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E_{-p_z}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_T^{jet}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta$(imp)) and the decay length smearing ($\delta$(vtx)).
Table C.6: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of $\eta_{\text{jet}}$. The table quotes results of downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e, y_{el}$, $E_p$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{\text{jet}}^T$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta(\text{imp})$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta(\text{vtx})$).
Table C.7: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$ for the photon virtuality $5 < Q^2 < 20$ GeV$^2$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e, y_{el}, E_{pz}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{\text{jet}}^T$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta(\text{imp})$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta(\text{vtx})$).
Table C.8: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$ for the photon virtuality $20 < Q^2 < 60$ GeV$^2$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E_p$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{T}^{\text{jet}}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta(\text{imp})$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta(\text{vtx})$).
Table C.9: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$ for the photon virtuality $60 < Q^2 < 120$ GeV$^2$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E$-$p_z$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{jet}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta$(imp)) and the decay length smearing ($\delta$(vtx)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bin</th>
<th>BR</th>
<th>BF</th>
<th>FF</th>
<th>DIS ($E_e$)</th>
<th>DIS ($y_{el}$)</th>
<th>DIS ($E$-$p_z$)</th>
<th>EM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0265</td>
<td>0.0091</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.0753</td>
<td>0.0025</td>
<td>0.0507</td>
<td>0.0204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0234</td>
<td>0.0303</td>
<td>0.0096</td>
<td>0.0196</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
<td>0.0220</td>
<td>0.0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0199</td>
<td>0.0176</td>
<td>0.0093</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
<td>0.0074</td>
<td>0.0256</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0319</td>
<td>0.0158</td>
<td>0.0097</td>
<td>0.0072</td>
<td>0.0348</td>
<td>0.0323</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bin</th>
<th>$E_{jet}$</th>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>Sig Ex</th>
<th>Trk Eff</th>
<th>$\delta$(imp)</th>
<th>$\delta$(vtx)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.0719</td>
<td>0.0086</td>
<td>0.0129</td>
<td>0.0102</td>
<td>0.0216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
<td>0.0175</td>
<td>0.0467</td>
<td>0.0184</td>
<td>0.0183</td>
<td>0.0127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0293</td>
<td>0.0456</td>
<td>0.0314</td>
<td>0.0015</td>
<td>0.0162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
<td>0.0034</td>
<td>0.0311</td>
<td>0.0158</td>
<td>0.0411</td>
<td>0.0099</td>
<td>0.0292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bin</th>
<th>$E_{jet}$</th>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>Sig Ex</th>
<th>Trk Eff</th>
<th>$\delta$(imp)</th>
<th>$\delta$(vtx)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0360</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0102</td>
<td>-0.0753</td>
<td>-0.0025</td>
<td>-0.0507</td>
<td>-0.0204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.0349</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0092</td>
<td>-0.0196</td>
<td>-0.0016</td>
<td>-0.0220</td>
<td>-0.0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.0188</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0110</td>
<td>-0.0120</td>
<td>-0.0074</td>
<td>-0.0256</td>
<td>-0.0097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.0193</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>-0.0098</td>
<td>-0.0072</td>
<td>-0.0348</td>
<td>-0.0323</td>
<td>-0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>bin</th>
<th>$E_{jet}$</th>
<th>$Q^2$</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>Sig Ex</th>
<th>Trk Eff</th>
<th>$\delta$(imp)</th>
<th>$\delta$(vtx)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-0.0025</td>
<td>-0.0012</td>
<td>-0.0719</td>
<td>-0.0086</td>
<td>-0.0129</td>
<td>-0.0102</td>
<td>-0.0216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-0.0007</td>
<td>-0.0015</td>
<td>-0.0175</td>
<td>-0.0467</td>
<td>-0.0184</td>
<td>-0.0183</td>
<td>-0.0127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.0001</td>
<td>-0.0002</td>
<td>-0.0293</td>
<td>-0.0456</td>
<td>-0.0314</td>
<td>-0.0015</td>
<td>-0.0162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-0.0094</td>
<td>-0.0030</td>
<td>-0.0311</td>
<td>-0.0158</td>
<td>-0.0411</td>
<td>-0.0099</td>
<td>-0.0292</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table C.10: Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$ for the photon virtuality $120 < Q^2 < 400$ GeV$^2$ and $400 < Q^2 < 1000$ GeV$^2$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E_p$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_T^{jet}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta$(imp)) and the decay length smearing ($\delta$(vtx)).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Figure</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>Feynman diagram of deep inelastic scattering (DIS).</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>Feynman diagram of boson - gluon fusion.</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>Combined reduced charm cross section $\sigma_{\text{red}}^{c\bar{c}}$ as a function of $x$ for fixed values of $Q^2$ [62]. The error bars represent the total uncertainty including uncorrelated, correlated and procedural uncertainties added in quadrature. The data are compared to predictions of the ABM group at NLO (hatched band) and NNLO (shaded band) in the fixed-flavour-number scheme using the $\overline{\text{MS}}$ definition for the charm quark mass.</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>The values of $\chi^2$ for the PDF fit of the combined HERA inclusive DIS and charm measurements [62]. Different heavy flavour schemes are used in the fit and presented by lines with different styles. The value of $M_{c}^{\text{opt}}$ for each scheme is indicated by the stars.</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Combined reduced charm cross section $\sigma_{\text{red}}^{c\bar{c}}$ as a function of $x$ for fixed values of $Q^2$. The error bars represent the total uncertainty including uncorrelated, correlated and procedural uncertainties added in quadrature. The data are compared to the results of the fit using different variants of the variable-flavour-number scheme (shown by lines of different style) choosing $M_{c} = M_{c}^{\text{opt}}$. The cross section prediction for the ZM-VFNS vanishes for $Q^2 = 2.5$ GeV$^2$.</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>NLO predictions for (a) $W^+$, (b) $W^-$ and (c) $Z$ production cross sections at the LHC for $\sqrt{s} = 7$ TeV as a function of $M_{c}$ used in the corresponding PDF fit. The different lines represent predictions for different implementations of the VFNS. The predictions obtained with PDFs evaluated with the $M_{c}^{\text{opt}}$ values for each scheme are indicated by the stars. The horizontal dashed lines show the resulting spread of the predictions when choosing $M_{c} = M_{c}^{\text{opt}}$.</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Schematic of HERA and pre-accelerators.</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>HERA delivered luminosity for the whole data-taking period.</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Cutaway of the ZEUS detector showing its main components.

3.4 Cross section of the BMVD.

3.5 Lower half of the FMVD.

3.6 An octant of the CTD in $x-y$ view.

3.7 Composition of the Straw Tube Tracker (STT).

3.8 Schematic of the ZEUS uranium calorimeter in $x-y$ plane.

3.9 The ZEUS Trigger and Data Acquisition System.

4.1 Parameterisation of track helix in $x-y$ plane and $y-z$ plane.

4.2 Illustration of the clustering algorithm. Initially there are four EMC cell islands and one HAC cell island. EMC cell islands 1 and 2 are then merged with the HAC cell island forming a single cone island. The cone islands are then matched to reconstructed tracks.

4.3 Probability for a calorimeter cluster to be an electromagnetic cluster as determined by the SINISTRA algorithm.

5.1 The secondary vertex variables (a) $m_{vtx}$, (b) $N_{trk}$ and (c) $\chi^2/n_{dof}$ after the DIS and secondary vertex selection. The MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors from the binned least $\chi^2$ fit using equation 5.7. The data (black dots) are compared to the sum of the Monte Carlo samples, as well as the light flavour, charm and beauty contributions.

5.2 The jet variables (a) $E_T^{jet}$, (b) $\eta^{jet}$ and (c) $\phi^{jet}$ after the DIS, secondary vertex and jet selection. The MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors from the binned least $\chi^2$ fit using equation 5.7. The data (black dots) are compared to the sum of all Monte Carlo samples, as well as the light flavour, charm and beauty contributions.

5.3 The 2D signed and projected decay length, $d_{xy}$, and decay length significance, $S_{vtx} = \sigma(d_{xy})/d_{xy}$, within the secondary vertex mass range $1 < m_{vtx} < 6$ GeV. The MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors from the binned least $\chi^2$ fit using equation 5.7.
5.4 The mirrored and subtracted decay length significance distribution, $S^+_{vtx} - S^-_{vtx}$, in three different bins of the secondary vertex mass, $m_{vtx}$, (a) $1 < m_{vtx} < 1.4$ GeV, (b) $1.4 < m_{vtx} < 2$ GeV, (c) $2 < m_{vtx} < 6$ GeV, and (d) the inclusive bin for the considered secondary vertex mass range $1 < m_{vtx} < 6$ GeV. The MC samples were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors from the binned least $\chi^2$ fit using equation 5.7.

5.5 Diagram of a jet-associated track and illustration of the associated signed 2D track impact parameter.

5.6 The tracking variables (a) 2D impact parameter, (b) signed 2D impact parameter and (c) impact parameter error of jet-associated tracks. The data are compared with the sum of the MC samples, and the individual contributions are shown as points. The MC templates were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors obtained from the inclusive tracking analysis.

5.7 The signed impact parameter significance for (a) the one-track scenario, (b) the two-track scenario and the mirrored and subtracted impact parameter significance for (c) the one-track scenario, (d) the two-track scenario of jet-associated tracks. The data are compared with the sum of the MC samples, as well as the light flavour, charm and beauty contributions. The MC templates were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors obtained from the inclusive tracking analysis.

5.8 The signed impact parameter significance of the track with the (a) highest (b) second highest and (c) third highest absolute track significance value of jet-associated tracks for the three or more tracks scenario. The data are compared with the sum of the MC samples, as well as the light flavour, charm and beauty contributions. The MC templates were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors obtained from the inclusive tracking analysis.

5.9 The mirrored and subtracted impact parameter significance of the track with the (a) highest (b) second highest and (c) third highest absolute track significance value of jet-associated tracks for the three or more track scenario. The data are compared with the sum of the MC samples, as well as the light flavour, charm and beauty contributions. The MC templates were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors obtained from the inclusive tracking analysis.
The event variables (a) $Z_{\text{prm}}$, (b) $E - p_z$, (c) $E'_e$, (d) $\phi_e$, (e) $\log_{10} Q^2_{DA}$, (f) $\log_{10} x$, (g) $y_e$, (h) $y_{JB}$ are shown. The data sample (dots) is compared to the Monte Carlo samples which were normalised to the luminosity of the data and scaled with the $k$-factors from the combined vertexing and tracking analysis.

6.1 Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the transverse jet energy $E_T^{\text{jet}}$ in DIS events at HERA. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.

6.2 Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the pseudorapidity $\eta^{\text{jet}}$ of the jets in DIS events at HERA. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.

6.3 Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the photon virtuality $Q^2$ in DIS events at HERA. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.

6.4 Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable $x$ in DIS events at HERA. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.

6.5 Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable $x$ for the photon virtuality $5 < Q^2 < 20 \text{ GeV}^2$ and $20 < Q^2 < 60 \text{ GeV}^2$. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.

6.6 Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable $x$ for the photon virtuality $60 < Q^2 < 120 \text{ GeV}^2$ and $120 < Q^2 < 400 \text{ GeV}^2$. The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.
6.7 Differential charm jet cross section as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable \( x \) for the the photon virtuality \( 400 < Q^2 < 1000 \text{ GeV}^2 \). The measurement is based on the combination of tracking and vertexing information, and compared with NLO QCD predictions generated with the HVQDIS program, corrected for hadronisation and radiation effects.  

6.8 Differential charm jet cross sections as function of the photon virtuality, \( Q^2 \), Bjorken scaling variable, \( x \), in DIS. A comparison between the combination of impact parameter and secondary vertexing tagging and the secondary vertexing technique is shown within the same analysis framework to illustrate the agreement between results based on different techniques of signal extraction. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the respective measurement.

6.9 Differential charm jet cross sections as function of the Bjorken scaling variable \( x \) for the photon virtuality \( 5 < Q^2 < 20 \text{ GeV}^2 \) and \( 20 < Q^2 < 60 \text{ GeV}^2 \) in DIS. A comparison between the combination of impact parameter and secondary vertexing tagging and the secondary vertexing technique is shown within the same analysis framework to illustrate the agreement between results based on different techniques of signal extraction. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the respective measurement.

6.10 Differential charm jet cross sections as function of the Bjorken scaling variable \( x \) for the photon virtuality \( 60 < Q^2 < 120 \text{ GeV}^2 \) and \( 120 < Q^2 < 400 \text{ GeV}^2 \) in DIS. A comparison between the combination of impact parameter and secondary vertexing tagging and the secondary vertexing technique is shown within the same analysis framework to illustrate the agreement between results based on different techniques of signal extraction. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the respective measurement.

6.11 Differential charm jet cross sections as function of the Bjorken scaling variable \( x \) for the photon virtuality \( 400 < Q^2 < 1000 \text{ GeV}^2 \) in DIS. A comparison between the combination of impact parameter and secondary vertexing tagging and the secondary vertexing technique is shown within the same analysis framework to illustrate the agreement between results based on different techniques of signal extraction. The error bars represent the statistical uncertainties of the respective measurement.

6.12 Comparison of relative statistical uncertainties of differential cross sections in \( x \) for various values of \( Q^2 \) for the combined technique and the secondary vertexing technique.
7.1 The charm contribution, $F_2^{c\bar{c}}$, to the structure function of the proton as a function of $x$ for different values of $Q^2$, extracted on the basis of the combined secondary vertexing and tracking technique. The results of the combined method are compared to the values of a previous measurement (preliminary) based on the secondary vertexing technique. In the secondary vertexing measurement the cuts $-1.6 < \eta_{\text{jet}} < 2.2$, $E_T^{\text{jet}} > 4.2$ GeV were applied for the jet selection. Both measurements are compared to NLO QCD predictions (black) in the FFNS, estimated using the parton density function HERAPDF 1.0 for the proton. The blue band represents the theoretical uncertainties originating from the variation of the charm mass, the factorisation and renormalisation scale.
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A.1 Table of differential jet cross sections in charm events as a function of the photon virtuality $Q^2$, and Bjorken scaling variable $x$. The values refer to the measurement performed in the kinematic range $5 < Q^2 < 1000$ GeV$^2$, $0.02 < y < 0.7$, $E_T^{\text{jet}} > 2.5$ GeV and $-1.6 < \eta^{\text{jet}} < 2.2$ using a combination of secondary vertexing and tracking information. .................................................. 111
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A.3 Table of differential jet cross sections in charm events as a function of the Bjorken scaling variable \(x\) for different values of photon virtuality \(Q^2\). The values refer to the measurement performed in the kinematic range \(5 < Q^2 < 1000 \text{ GeV}^2\), \(0.02 < y < 0.7\), \(E_T^{\text{jet}} > 2.5 \text{ GeV}\) and \(-1.6 < \eta^{\text{jet}} < 2.2\) using a combination of secondary vertexing and tracking information.

B.1 The charm contribution, \(F_{2}^{c\bar{c}}\) to the structure function of the proton for given values of \(Q^2\) and \(x\). The values were extracted from double differential cross sections measured using the combined secondary vertexing and tracking technique. The extrapolation factor, \(\mathcal{F}\), is quoted for each \(Q^2-x\) bin. The statistical, \(\Delta_{\text{stat}}\), systematic, \(\Delta_{\text{sys}}\), and extrapolation, \(\Delta_{\text{extr}}\), uncertainty of \(F_{2}^{c\bar{c}}\) are quoted separately.

C.1 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of \(Q^2\). The table quotes results of upward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection (\(E_{e}, y_{el}, E_{p}\)), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale (\(E_T^{\text{jet}}\)), the \(Q^2\) reweighting (\(Q^2\)), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing (\(\delta(\text{imp})\)) and the decay length smearing (\(\delta(\text{vtx})\)).

C.2 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of \(Q^2\). The table quotes results of downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection (\(E_{e}, y_{el}, E_{p}\)), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale (\(E_T^{\text{jet}}\)), the \(Q^2\) reweighting (\(Q^2\)), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing (\(\delta(\text{imp})\)) and the decay length smearing (\(\delta(\text{vtx})\)).
C.3 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E_{p_{z}}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_T$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta$(imp)) and the decay length smearing ($\delta$(vtx)).

C.4 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of $E_{T}^{jet}$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E_{p_{z}}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_T$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta$(imp)) and the decay length smearing ($\delta$(vtx)).

C.5 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of $\eta^{jet}$. The table quotes results of upward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E_{p_{z}}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_T$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta$(imp)) and the decay length smearing ($\delta$(vtx)).

C.6 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of $\eta^{jet}$. The table quotes results of downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_e$, $y_{el}$, $E_{p_{z}}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_T$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta$(imp)) and the decay length smearing ($\delta$(vtx)).
C.7 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$ for the photon virtuality $5 < Q^2 < 20 \text{ GeV}^2$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_{e\ell}$, $y_{e\ell}$, $E_{p_k}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{T}^{\text{jet}}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta(\text{imp})$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta(\text{vtx})$).

C.8 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$ for the photon virtuality $20 < Q^2 < 60 \text{ GeV}^2$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_{e\ell}$, $y_{e\ell}$, $E_{p_k}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{T}^{\text{jet}}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta(\text{imp})$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta(\text{vtx})$).

C.9 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$ for the photon virtuality $60 < Q^2 < 120 \text{ GeV}^2$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_{e\ell}$, $y_{e\ell}$, $E_{p_k}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{T}^{\text{jet}}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta(\text{imp})$) and the decay length smearing ($\delta(\text{vtx})$). 
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C.10 Relative systematic uncertainties for the single differential cross section as function of Bjorken $x$ for the photon virtuality $120 < Q^2 < 400 \text{ GeV}^2$ and $400 < Q^2 < 1000 \text{ GeV}^2$. The table quotes results of upward and downward variations of the following sources of systematic uncertainties: branching ratios (BR), fragmentation fractions (BF), the fragmentation function (FF), the DIS selection ($E_{e}, y_{el}, E_{-p_{z}}$), the electromagnetic energy scale (EM), the calorimeter scale ($E_{jet}^{T}$), the $Q^2$ reweighting ($Q^2$), the light flavour asymmetry (LF), the signal extraction (Sig Ex), the tracking inefficiency (Trk Eff), the impact parameter smearing ($\delta$(imp)) and the decay length smearing ($\delta$(vtx)).
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